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Hōkūao 201H Residential Project Community Engagement and Support  

Throughout the planning stages of the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project, there have been at least 
five opportunities for larger community engagement, including three Community Informational 
Meetings, the Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) comment period, which incorporated an 
atypical Lāna‘i Planning Commission (LPC) meeting, and a Maui County Council meeting, where 
Bill 10 (2021), potentially impacting the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project was discussed. These 
five community engagement opportunities resulted in over 200 supportive, on the record 
testimonials for the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project at a County venue (i.e., LPC or Council 
Meeting), which further elaborated on the profound need for housing on Lāna‘i.  The community 
engagement efforts and supported commentary by Lānaʻi residents are summarized in the table 
below and further discussed herein.  

 

Community 
Engagement 
Opportunity 

Date Community 
Touchpoints 

Exhibit 

Community Informational 
Meeting #1 

August 1, 2016 102 participants A – Meeting flyer 

Community Informational 
Meeting #2 

November 12, 
2018 

65 participants B – Meeting flyer 

DEA Public Comments  
- LPC Meeting 
- DEA supportive 

comment letter 
sent to DHHC as 
part of the public 
comment period 
for the DEA 

LPC Meeting: 
- January 

20, 2021 
Additional DEA 
supportive written 
comments: 

- January 
2021 

LPC meeting 
supportive 
testimony: 

- 7 written 
- 10 oral  

Supportive DEA 
comment: 

- 2 letters 

C – DEA Public 
Comments 

• C.1:  Written 
testimony 
provided for 
Agenda Item C.1. 
on January 20, 
2021 LPC 
Meeting,  

• C.2:  LPC 
minutes, 

• C.3:  Comment 
Letters submitted 
to DHHC   

Community Informational 
Meeting #3 

February  22, 
2021 

96 participants D – Meeting flyer 

Maui County Council 
Meeting: Bill 10 (2021) 

March 5, 2021 Supportive 
testimony: 

- 7 written 
- 1 written 

with 175 
Lānaʻi 
resident 
signatures 

E – Written testimony 
provided for Agenda Item 
K. Bill No. 10 (2021) on 
March 5, 2021 Maui 
County Council Meeting 

 

  



Community Informational Meeting #1 

The first Hōkūao Community Informational Meeting was held on August 1, 2016.  There were 102 
persons in attendance at an in-person meeting on Lānaʻi. The flyer that was circulated via email 
distribution and posted around Lānaʻi City to inform the community of this meeting can be found 
in Exhibit A. During this meeting, Pūlama Lāna‘i shared preliminary information about the Hōkūao 
project, including the location, and that 51% of the 150 homes would be affordable. Carol 
Reimann, the County of Maui Director of Housing and Human Concerns (DHHC) at the time, was 
also in attendance and discussed the County’s affordable housing project. She also introduced a 
survey that was meant to identify the demand for affordable housing, and encouraged everyone 
to participate.  Director Reimann explained the Affordable Sales Prices and Affordable Median 
Income as it relates to a 20% down mortgage balance and monthly payment handout that was 
distributed at the meeting.      

Community Informational Meeting #2 

The second Hōkūao Community Informational Meeting was held on November 12, 2018, 65 
participants attended in person on Lānaʻi. The flyer that was used to inform the community of this 
meeting can be found in Exhibit B.  Pūlama Lāna‘i shared updated information about the project, 
including design details such as plantation style homes, park, and community center. The 
permitting process, including the Environmental Assessment and the 201H application was 
explained.  

DEA Comment Period 

The Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) for the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project was 
submitted in Q4 2020 and published in the OEQC Environmental Notice on December 23, 2020, 
starting the statutory 30-day public review and comment period.1  

The accepting agency for the DEA is the Department of Housing and Human Concerns (DHHC) 
and not the Lāna‘i Planning Commission. The Planning Department recently adopted a policy to 
have all DEA documents for affordable housing projects reviewed by the appropriate Planning 
Commission during the public comment period. As such, the Planning Department requested 
comments from the Lāna‘i Planning Commission on the DEA.2 The DEA was included on the LPC 
meeting on January 20, 2021, as Agenda Item C.1.3   

Seven community members submitted supportive written testimony and ten community members 
provided supportive oral testimony at the LPC meeting.  Two additional supportive letters were 
submitted directly to the DHHC as part of the DEA public comment period. These supportive 
comments can be found in Exhibit C as Exhibit C.1, C.2, and C.3, respectively. All written 
comments regarding the DEA submitted to the LPC and DHHC within the public comment period 
are included and addressed in the Hōkūao Final Environmental Assessment.  

  

                                                           
1 The Environmental Notice, OEQC, December 23, 2020, 2020-12-23-TEN.pdf (hawaii.gov), page 3.  
2 Department of Planning Memo to the Lāna‘i Planning Commission, 012021_Item-C1_EAC-20-15-
Hokuao-Housing-Project-Memo (mauicounty.gov) 
3 Lāna‘i Planning Commission Agenda, January 20, 2021, 27895 (mauicounty.gov), page 2. 

http://oeqc2.doh.hawaii.gov/The_Environmental_Notice/2020-12-23-TEN.pdf
https://www.mauicounty.gov/DocumentCenter/View/125382/012021_Item-C1_EAC-20-15-Hokuao-Housing-Project-Memo
https://www.mauicounty.gov/DocumentCenter/View/125382/012021_Item-C1_EAC-20-15-Hokuao-Housing-Project-Memo
https://www.mauicounty.gov/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/27895


The number of supporting comments (e.g., written and oral) were overwhelming compared to the 
number opposing comments.  There were a few members of the Lānaʻi community that expressed 
conerns with project details (e.g., location), however overwhelmingly the testimonies agreed that 
there was a severe shortage of housing on Lānaʻi and that the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project 
would address the immediate need.      

Community Informational Meeting #3 

The third Hōkūao Community Informational Meeting was held virtually via the BlueJeans Events 
platform on February 22, 2021, there were ninety six unique participants. The flyer that was 
distributed via email and posted in Lānaʻi City to inform the community of this meeting can be 
found in Exhibit D.   

The initial agenda for this meeting was set to discuss the changes from the second Community 
Informational Meeting, however the agenda was adjusted due to the eminent Second and Final 
Reading of Bill 10 (2021), which was scheduled for the Maui County Council Meeting, on March 
5, 2021.4  In summary, Bill 10 (2021) was a bill for an ordinance amending Section 2.96.030 
Section F, to increase the minimum percentage of afordable housing units for 201H projects to 
75%, unless approved by council resolution, and excluded households in the “above-moderate” 
income category, earning between 120% and 140% AMI.5 Bill 10 (2021), as drafted, had 
unintended consequences to the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project.  Pūlama Lāna‘i informed the 
community about Bill 10 (2021) and how it could affect the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project.  
Pūlama Lāna‘i also informed the community about the County of Maui’s Affordable Housing 
Project. Pūlama Lānaʻi encouraged residents to voice their concerns to Councilmembers at the 
March 5, 2021 Council Meeting regarding Bill 10 (2021)’s unintended consequences regarding 
affordable housing on Lānaʻi. 

Maui County Council Meeting 

Bill 10 (2021) was discussed at the Maui County Council Meeting on March 5, 2021.6  Written 
testimony for Bill 10 (2021) was submitted by many Lānaʻi residents and business owners.  Seven 
letters and a petition was signed by 175 Lānaʻi residents in opposition to Bill 10 (2021), as drafted 
were submitted. The testimonials described the housing shortage on Lāna‘i and demonstrated 
strong overwhelming support for the Hōkūao 201H Residential Project as submitted to DHHC. 
The letters and signatures can be found in Exhibit E.  

 

 

                                                           
4 Maui County Council Agenda, March 5, 2021, A G E N D A (legistar.com), page 8. 
5 Bill 10, dated February 23, 2021, View.ashx (legistar.com) 
6 Maui County Council Agenda, March 5, 2021, A G E N D A (legistar.com), page 8. 

https://mauicounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=A&ID=845969&GUID=40E67766-F8DF-4820-9D2E-0DE67783032A
https://mauicounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=9211787&GUID=6EE2B1C6-370A-4EEE-8600-B52508246AAB
https://mauicounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=A&ID=845969&GUID=40E67766-F8DF-4820-9D2E-0DE67783032A
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EXHIBIT C.1 

 

 

  
 

 





From: 
To:
Date: 
Subject: 



From: 
To:
Date: 
Subject: 
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From: 
To:
Date: 
Subject: 





From: 
To:
CC:
Date: 
Subject: 



Fairfax (Pat) Reilly 
468 Ahakea Street 
P.O. Box 630111 

Lanai City, HI  96763-0111 
Email:  kimchi508@outlook.com 

 

To:    planning@mauicounty.gov 

Shelly Preza, Chair and Members of the Lana’i Planning Commission 
 Re:  COMMENTS REGARDING HOKUAU 201H HOUSING PROJECT DRAFT EA 
 
Position: MODIFY THE PROPOSAL 
 
Aloha Chair Preza and Members,   
 Happy New Year.  Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important proposal.  Your 
work in reviewing the EA is appreciated. 

1. Request sufficient time to review and accept community input prior to concluding final 
comments on the plan. 

2. The project should conform to Chapter 11, Housing of the Lana'i Community Plan, updated in 
2016 which reflects the opinion of the broad Lana'i community via several years of work by the 
Community Plan Advisory Committee and accepted by the Lana'i Planning Commission. 

3. The HOKUAU Project needs to address the needs of resident families working for Federal, State, 
County, healthcare, private businesses, non-profit organizations who have been preparing to 
purchase homes for years.   

4. The County and Pulama conducted multiple community meetings which confirmed a desire to 
purchase a home was expressed. 

5. Mortgage interest rates are at historic lows presenting perhaps a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
for long-term residents to save thousands of dollars over a thirty-year mortgage contract.  

6. A variety of financing models were discussed along with models for maintaining low 
construction and sales costs. 

7. Employees in the service and support sectors wish to remain on Lana'i and to raise families thus 
establishing a stable community. 

8. I have included a web address of a study conducted by SMS for the Hawaii Housing Finance and 
Development Corporation. 

Mahalo for your time.  
 
 
https://hi-mauicounty2.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/105983/2016-Lanai-Community-Plan-
?bidId= 
 
https://dbedt.hawaii.gov/hhfdc/files/2020/01/FINAL-State_Hawaii-Housing-Planning-Study.pdf 
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The regular meeting of the Lanai Planning Commission (Commission) was called to order by 
Ms. Shelly Preza, Chair, at approximately 5:00 p.m., Wednesday, January 20, 2021, online 
via Bluejeans Meeting No. .

A quorum of the Commission was present (see Record of Attendance). 

Ms. Shelly Preza: I just want to remind everyone that if you are not a Planning Commission 
member, it would be most helpful if you could mute your audio and video.  I believe Leilani 
mentioned that in the chat, but it's easier to keep track when there's so many participants. So 
if just commission members could keep their audio and video on, that will help limit 
distractions and any unwanted audio. And if you're testifying on a specific item or you're part 
of presentation, then we invite you to unmute yourself and turn on your video at that time. 

But before we get started, I just wanted to read through what the kind of guidelines are for 
this virtual meeting of the Planning Commission in case any of you folks are new or need a 
refresher. So if you wanted to provide written testimony then that should have been emailed 
to the Planning Department by noon prior to this meeting. But public testimony will be taken 
when each agenda item is discussed, and testimony will be limited to a maximum of three 
minutes. Testifiers will be called on by me to offer their testimony and are asked to mute their 
audio and video when they are not testifying. If you are going to be testifying via video, you're 
asked to sign up via the chat function directly to Leilani, who I believe is the only person who 
has chatted anything in the chat box. If you're unfamiliar with the BlueJeans platform, the chat 
should be in your upper right hand corner, and so you can directly message. There’s a, there's 
a column that says everyone, and there’s a column that says direct message, so you can 
directly message Leilani if you would like to testify. And please let her know your name and 
also what agenda item you would like to testify on. And testifiers via phone I'll call on after 
anyone who has called in via BlueJeans is finished. 

We will -- Commissioners shall not be contacted by the chat function. If you have any 
comments, we won't be checking that, so please sign up to testify if you have any comments. 
If you're here to testify on more than one agenda item, also, please Leilani know that because 
we're going to be taking testimony as each agenda item comes up. But in the meantime, for 
those of you who are just joining us, please, if you could mute your audio and video that would 
be most helpful. 

Sorry, so I won't be checking the chat, but I see that Kathy asked how to mute video and 
audio. There is if you're on your laptop, then on the middle upper part of your, this, the screen, 
there's a mute video button and then a mute audio button. I think she figured it out. Great. But 
in case anyone else needs to know too BlueJeans is, you know, different from Zoom, Zoom 
and everything.  
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And with that being said, I would just call out the names of the Commissioners so we can 
make sure everyone is here who said they were going to be. Okay, I’ll just started. I hear 
some audio so please remember to mute yourself if possible because we’re hearing some 
noise. Is Chelsea Trevino here? I think she was maybe not supposed to be here, so I just 
wanted to check. Roxanne Catiel.

Ms. Roxanne Catiel: Here. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. John Delacruz. 

Mr. John Delacruz: Here. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Sally Kaye?

Ms. Sally Kaye: Here. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Sherry Menze. 

Ms. Sherry Menze: Here. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. John Ornellas. John, are you here?  Okay. I'm not getting anything. 
Usually he calls in via phone, so we'll see if he comes in later, but right now, he's not here. 
Natalie Ropa?

Ms. Natalie Ropa: Here.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. And Shirley Samonte. 

Ms. Shirley Samonte: Here. 
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Ms. Preza: Great. Thank you so much. So we definitely have a quorum, so we'll get started. I 
would like to ask that if possible, we'll, we'll probably have presentation. So if I'm, I'm going to 
open up public testimony preferably after the presentations unless anyone urgently needs to 
testify now and they can't stay. But please let Leilani know. But I guess without further ado, I 
think the first item on the agenda is B-1, bed and breakfast home permit for Karen De Brum 
and Martin De Brum.  Is there someone representing the applicants that has any kind of 
presentation for us? 

Mr. Jared Burkett: The Department has an introduction first, then the applicant is present. 

Ms. Preza: Okay. Great. Thank you, Jared. Do you want to take it away?

Mr. Burkett: Yes. Okay. So good afternoon, Commissioners, Chair. My name is Jared Burkett, 
the assigned staff planner for this project. The owner applicants Karen and Martin De Brum 
are seeking approval for this BBLA T2020/0001 permit request for the rental named De Brum 
Lanai. This application is one of the pending applications mentioned when you were 
recommending approval of the moratorium on vacation rentals. So it does not fall under that 
moratorium bill because this application was deemed complete at the time the moratorium bill 
was passed. So that's why you're hearing it despite the moratorium. And you're also hearing 
this item because the application is required to come to before the Planning Commission 
when it's an initial bed and breakfast application on the island of Lanai. So that is why you are 
reviewing it.

Now the zoning is R-3 so that is why they are permitted to have two primary dwellings on the 
property. And because they were both considered primary dwellings, then they are allowed 
to apply for a vacation rental, in this case, a bed and breakfast in the one bedroom sized 
home. So there are also no other bed and breakfasts on the island of Lanai, and there are no 
short term rental homes within 500 feet of the property. There was one request for service 
(RFS) entered on a property for a suspected set back violation back when the second dwelling 
was being built. But that RFS was investigated and no set back violations were found and the 
RFS was closed. So nothing there that is of concern to the bed and breakfast permit. The 
applicant will be living on the property as required, and the other home on the property. 

Also, the, the Department did not receive any testimony for this item. So there aren't any 
concerns from the public that has been noted by the Department. So as I stated, the applicant, 
Karen De Brum, has a presentation that she'd like to give, and she'll be sharing her screen. 
And then she, as well as the Department, will be available to answer any questions that you 
might have after her presentation. So if there are no objections, I'd like the applicant to make 
her presentation.

Ms. Preza: Sounds good. Thank you, Jared.

Mr. Burkett: You’re welcome. 
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Ms. Preza: Karen, I believe you're muted. 

Ms. Karen De Brum: You know, I do this every day for a living. You'd think I got that, but sorry. 
Good evening, everybody. Thank you for giving me a few minutes of your time. I will share 
my screen. Is that working? And I don’t know how to present on this.  Do you?

Ms. Preza: I also just want to mention, while you're getting situated, for anyone in the audience 
who is unfamiliar with BlueJeans, if you would like to see the screen as being shared bigger, 
there is options on your bottom left to see, to see a gallery of, like, who's here or to make it
just full screen, the screen being shared. So if you would like to do that option then you might 
be able to see everything a little bit better. Thanks.

Ms. De Brum: Okay.  So I can't get -- it’s presenting in a funny format right now for me, so I'm 
just going to have to present it like this and it won't look as, as beautiful. Jared had told me 
that you, that some pictures would be helpful. So, so the cottage is in the back there. This is 
the front of the house. I parked the truck here so you could see where the parking would be 
for any guest if this is permitted. So where my truck is now would be where the guests park. 
We have a two car garage there, so we'd be parking in the garage. Guests would be walking 
up from the driveway to the cottage. The cottage is in the back left-hand corner of the property. 
Here's a view from Ninth Street. The red roof there -- If I'm going too fast, you let me know, 
right? -- that's my house, so that shows you a perspective of where the property is. 

So the cottage itself, a pretty standard, one bedroom, little cottage. The stairways to the 
entrance are on the left side there. Here's the, it's really just the living room and the, and the 
kitchen. Closer into the kitchen there. There's a view from the kitchen corner looking back
towards the door, back into the living room. Into the bathroom, there's a hallway that goes 
right next to the kitchen, down into the bathroom.  A pretty standard bathroom, shower 
enclosure, bathtub, toilet, sink. 

Bedroom is queen size bed. There's a sliding glass door on the right-hand side there. So this 
is a view from the sliding glass door looking out. And then here's the whole front yard. The 
cottage is tucked up here in the, in the back there. But that's the front of my house. So there 
you go. We have -- I don't know if you needed to see the house rules and the menu. It's pretty 
standard stuff; coffee, and tea, and muffins that we’ll buy from the store. 

So, you know, Martin and I live on site. We've lived here for 25 years. I've been teaching at 
the school for 25 years. So we'll know the house rules are being observed. We'll know that 
there's no we're not going to impact the neighbors in any way. We're on a dead end street. 
It's pretty quiet up here. There's plenty of space. But, you know, it's not going to impact. There 
won't be a lot of noise factor. We'd be able to share what we love about Lanai with guests and 
promote Lanai as a tourist destination or as a as a place to visit. We’re, we really would like 
to attract, like, the Maui County folks who have to come over for meetings, teachers or PD 
that has to happen. That kind of thing is really would, would be great for us. That’s, that's the 
kind of business we'd love to be able to attract. People who just need to stay for a night 
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because they're here for a meeting, or here to do professional development at the school. 
And, you know, also it's a place that we usually save graduation because families at 
commencement around here always need a place to store family so we try to make sure it's 
always available for families during commencement. It is small, so you can't fit many people 
inside it, which is great. The parking would all happen in our driveway. There's plenty space 
for all of that. We can support local businesses and restaurants because we'd be able to 
recommend them to our guests. 

That's about it. Any questions?

Ms. Preza: Thanks so much, Karen. So Commissioners, if you have any questions, if you 
could just hold off because I'd like to open public testimony and ask Leilani if anyone has 
signed up to testify on this agenda item. 

Ms. De Brum: Should I stop sharing the screen?

Ms. Preza: Sure that's fine. Thanks, Karen.

Ms. Leilani Ramoran-Quemado: Hi. Can you hear me? 

Ms. Preza: Yes.

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Okay, thanks Chair. First off I wanted to also acknowledge that, 
Chair, Commissioner Ornellas is on.  I see his extension number so he’s present.  As far as 
testimony, I have no one signed up for this particular item. 

Ms. Preza: Okay. I'll just open it up again if anyone here hasn’t or would like to testify on this 
agenda item who's calling in via BlueJeans.  You can speak up now. And if not, then I'll ask if 
there's anyone calling in via phone who would like to testify on this agenda item. Okay, if not, 
then I'll close public testimony. And Commissioners, if you have any questions or comments 
on this application, now's the time for our discussion. Anyone?  If not, then the options for us 
today -- and I'm sorry, I'll just remind everyone, if you could please mute your mic if you're not 
speaking because there's audio that can be very distracting. 

Ms. Kaye: Shelly, . . . (inaudible) . . . ?

Ms. Preza: Yes. 

Ms. Kaye: Yeah, I had a question probably for Jared. Is he still with us?

Ms. Preza: Jared, are you here?

Mr. Burkett: Yes.  Yes. 
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Ms. Kaye: Okay, I was curious about the home exemption. If, if a, if a single family property 
also includes a bed and breakfast, do they lose their homeowner's exemption?

Mr. Burkett: Yes. They get, they have a bed and breakfast tax rate that is different from the 
short term rental home. It's a little better, but it's, it's still much higher than a -– so, no, they 
would not get an exemption. 

Ms. Kaye: Okay, and then the second question was just on parking. I've always been curious 
is the objection -- is the objective of parking to just simply keep vehicles off the street? 

Mr. Burkett: Well, for the bed and breakfast, they're required to have a parking space for each 
of the rooms. And in this case, there's one bedroom, so they should have at least one space. 
And yes, it has to be off the street. 

Ms. Kaye: Okay. Thank you.

Ms. Preza: Thank you.  . . . (inaudible) . . . questions or comments?  If not, then these are the 
things we can do today. We are -- pardon me -- we can defer action, approve with no 
conditions, approve with conditions, or deny. The County has recommended approval. I'm not 
sure Jared, if you folks are speaking more on that, or Richelle. 

Ms. Richelle Thomson: Just a quick note.  If you wanted to give Jared an opportunity to 
provide either the report and recommendations. He could just summarize it, and that should 
provide the Planning Department's recommendation.

Ms. Preza: Okay, Commissioners, are we ready for that, if there's no further discussion? I see 
none.  Okay. Great.  Jared, if you could go ahead.

Mr. Burkett: Okay, the Department has determined that the B&B Home Permit conforms to 
the character of the existing neighborhood in the following ways. So there are no private 
conditions, covenants, or restrictions. And so these are the things that we would look at to be 
sure that it qualifies, so that's why I'm mentioning them. So that you're aware of how we review 
this. 

The existing land use is also in accordance with of allowable uses for the State and County 
zoning districts. It's in accordance with the Community Plan. The community has had a 
chance to provide input regarding this rental, but no testimony was submitted. So it doesn't 
really show that there's any opposition, and so in keeping with the character of the 
neighborhood. The rules imposed upon approval will limit the impact from the rental guests 
and will be similar to that of the long term tenant especially when the owner is living onsite. 
There are no permitted rentals surrounding the property. There have been no past complaints 
about illegal rental operations on the property. And the applicant has complied with all 
government requirements for this property. 
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I also conducted a virtual site visit because it’s the day and age we're living in right now, and 
confirmed that the property is as it is represented on the application, and that all conditions 
for approval have been or will be met. And those would be the house rules are posted, that 
fire extinguisher, extinguishers are easily accessible and it's the acceptable size, and that 
there are working smoke detectors, and the parking is in place. 

So the application, application complies with the applicable standards for a B&B Home Permit 
and therefore the Department is recommending approval of the B&B subject to the standard 
conditions that are outlined in staff report, as for a duration of three year period. And I would 
also like the Commission to consider, if they choose to approve this, that the, the Commission 
follow the Department's recommendation as well as adopting this as the Findings of Fact, 
Conclusion of Law and Decision and Order, and to authorize us to transmit that on your behalf. 
Okay, that was the only thing I have to say, and so back to you.

Ms. Preza: Thanks so much, Jared. So Commissioners, would anyone, was there any further 
discussion or would anyone like to place motion on the table, please to move forth? 

Mr. Delacruz: I move we –- oh, this is John La Cruz -- I move we accept the County's 
recommendation and approve the B&B.

Ms. Preza: Okay. So we have a motion to approve with no conditions. Does anyone . . . 
(inaudible) . . . 

Ms. Catiel: I second.

Ms. Preza: Roxanne seconds. Was there any further discussion? If not we’re going to --

Ms. Kaye: Shelly, we're going to, we're going to, we're going to vote to approve with the 
conditions that the County Planning Department has suggested, correct?

Ms. Preza: Yes. So, but yes. Does that makes sense Richelle?

Ms. Thomson: Yes, that's exactly what I was going to check on is just to make sure that it was 
adopting the report and recommendation, including the conditions. 

Ms. Preza: Okay, thank you for the clarification. Okay, so if we can go to the -- no, if there's 
no further discussion, then we'll go to the vote. So I'll just go through each of your names, if 
that's okay, and you can let me know how you vote. So, Roxanne?

Ms. Catiel: Yes. 

Ms. Preza: John Delacruz?

Mr. Delacruz: Yes.
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Ms. Preza: Thank you.  Sally Kaye?

Ms. Kaye: Aye.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Sherry Menze?

Ms. Menze: Aye.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. John Ornellas?

Mr. John Ornellas: Yes.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Natalie Ropa?

Ms. Ropa: Aye.

Ms. Preza: And Shirley Samonte?

Ms. Samonte: Aye. 

(Assenting: R. Catiel, J. Delacruz S. Kaye, S. Menze, J. Ornellas, S. Preza, N. Ropa,
S. Samonte)

(Excused: C. Trevino) 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. And I vote, also vote yes, so it passes unanimously. Thank you so 
much and thank you Karen and County for your time. 

Before we move on, Jared, if I could, this is kind of like slightly off topic. It's not about Karen's 
application, but congratulations on your B&B Permit.

Ms. De Brum: Thank you everybody. I’m going to go.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Jared, did you, did you say that there are no B&B's on Lanai?

Mr. Burkett: Yes. 

Ms. Preza: Okay.
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Mr. Burkett: There used to be one, but there is not one at the moment.

Ms. Preza: Okay. I'll e-mail you about this because I thought someone came by saying they 
were staying at a B&B, so we should probably address that. But all -- we can talk about that 
separately. I just want to confirm that you said there were none. 

(Agenda Item C.1. begins at 00:21:40 of the Audio Recording.)

Ms. Preza: Okay, great. So we'll move on. I imagine this is why we have such great 
participation today. On to item C-1, which is new business. Requests for comment on draft 
environmental assessment prepared for the proposed Hokuao Housing project. And so, if 
possible, I'm imagining that there will be people who would like to testify on this agenda item. 
If you could hold off until after the presentation is made, I think that would be most helpful. 
And then we'll open up public testimony, if anyone is here to speak on that. I will -- I would 
like to say, I preface this with the fact that I know this EA is very lengthy. It's, you know, it was 
800 pages long, the document was. But I just want to kind of put it out there for the audience 
and for everyone that if you are planning on testifying, it should be within the scope of the EA, 
and we're going to welcome commentary on the project. But just so that everyone 
understands what the Commission's role is here today, we're commenting directly on the EA 
and we are not making a motion to -- I mean, we're making we will make a motion to accept 
comments that we conclude. But it's not like we're making a decision about whether to put 
this project forward or not. Just so that's clear, we're just providing comments to the County 
and to the various departments that need them. But I will also say that if you are going to 
provide public testimony, it might be good to not just state whether you like the project or not, 
but specifically with the within the EA if there is any part that you feel is incomplete or deficient, 
that is what we can talk about today and put our comments forward that way. But that being 
said, we, there is a presentation, so I think we should try to get to that. And if you folks have 
any questions, we can address those later. I'm not sure if the County wants to comment on 
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this also, if they could clarify some of what we're able to do here today and what the process 
will be. Maybe Jordan, I think.

Mr. Jordan Hart: Chair, Deputy Director on behalf of the Department. I'm just going to give a 
brief overview on, on why this item is on the agenda. And then there's going to be a very brief 
introduction by Kurt Wollenahaupt. 

So the, the proposed project triggers an environmental assessment and the accepting 
authority is the Housing and Human Concerns, the County of Maui, Department of Housing 
and Human Concerns. Because of the approval process that this project is going through, the 
Lanai Planning Commission wouldn't have any specific part in the process. However, because
of the, the requirement for compliance with HRS 343, and the filing of the environmental 
assessment, the, the project was published for comment by everyone in December 23rd

Environmental Notice put forward by the State Department of Health Office of Environmental 
Quality Control. And so we are now within the comment period for this Draft EA, which ends 
on December or January 22nd. So the Director thought it was important to receive the Planning 
Commissions’ comments, and provide the community with an additional venue to discuss this 
project, because it is a significant project but does not have a review component by this body. 
So this is a comment letter that may be transmitted would be this body’s opportunity to provide 
their thoughts on this subject. 

So we recognized that it is a very long document, but this is the process for everybody who 
participates in the State, especially when you are not specifically an accepting authority for 
that draft EA. But anyway, without further ado, I'll pass it on to Kurt Wollenhaupt to give a brief 
introduction. Thank you. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Jordan. 

Mr. Kurt Wollenhaupt: Good evening members of the Lanai Planning Commission. Yes, the 
Department of Planning has transmitted the draft environmental assessment for the proposed 
201H-38 affordable housing project. Now, for some of the members of the audience that may 
not be familiar with that term, 201H-38, that was then enacted into law to provide a process 
whereby an affordable housing project can be granted exemptions from statutes, ordinances, 
and rules of the governmental agency. Now the applicant can ask for an exemption for 
planning, zoning, construction standards as long as it doesn't negatively affect the health and 
safety of the general public. This exemption power normally helps the project move through 
the process more quickly once it gets to the County of Maui’s Council, and also in this case 
to the State of Hawaii Land Use Commission. Which brings me to understanding why are we 
here today? As Director, Deputy Director Jordan Hart indicated, there was a trigger for an 
environmental assessment. All projects have to look if they have a trigger, and indeed this 
one does, which is noted as a sewer line improvements in the County’s right-of-way, on Ninth 
and Twelfth Street. So that's the trigger that made the development of an environmental 
assessment required. 
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So what we're here tonight for, and I will help you, is to take your notes and your questions 
that you would like answered in the final environmental assessment. The approving agency 
is the Department of Housing and Human Concerns. It's not the Lanai Planning Commission, 
as it often times is for other environmental assessments. So what's important tonight is that 
the Lanai Planning Commission, as a group, as a group, develop a consensus of questions 
they will like, questions that are specific and can be answered in a final EA. Everyone, as a 
member of the public, is more than happy, more than welcome to submit their own individual 
concerns. But tonight’s review is that the Commission, as a group, comes up with questions. 
We are as Deputy Director Hart said in the 30 day public review period. These comments and 
this period will end on January 22nd. So it's good that we're here on January 20th. 

Also for members of the audience that may not have had time to look at the project, the 
proposed project comprises 76 acres of land, and it's proposed to be developed as an 
affordable rental housing project under the affordable guidelines. The project proposes 150 
single family homes. 76 of which are affordable. When 50 percent are more affordable, they 
can apply under the 201H process and they can ask for exemptions. Otherwise, this project 
would have to go through a community plan amendment, a change in zoning; very time 
consuming processes. But they can ask for an exemption on this and it greatly accelerates 
the process. All of the homes are to reflect the existing design standards of Lanai City. They 
are to be generally 8,000 square foot lots.  As I indicated before, 76 affordable rentals, 74 
market rate rentals for lease.  Also part of the project is a one acre park, a 1,500 square foot 
community center for use by the Lanai community, and 60 parking stores for use by the project 
residents. 

That is an overview of the project. I'm sure that the, most of the people that are listening 
tonight are very familiar with the location. Part of the process moving forward, is that once the 
comments are received by the Department of Housing and Human Concerns, they will 
incorporate into a final EA. Then if that final EA is accepted and moves through the comment 
challenge period at the Office of Environmental Quality Control, it will be adopted. Then there'll 
be an application that is given to the State of Hawaii Land Use Commission for a District 
Boundary Amendment from agriculture to urban, and also to the Maui County Council for the 
201H process and a request for the exemptions such as exemptions, sidewalks, changes in 
zoning, community plan, building . . . (inaudible) . . . There are numerous exemptions in the 
environmental assessment that were outlined. 

So we hope that gives the people in the audience especially an overview of what this project 
is. And I thank you for listening to me. I hope I didn’t go on too long, but thank you very much. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Kurt. Do we have any other presentation on this or do we, are we 
moving straight to a public testimony after this?

Mr. Wollenhaupt: It's my understanding that there is not a presentation, although I believe that 
there are resources available should the Commission have questions.
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Ms. Preza: Thank you so much for the clarification. So with that said, I'll open public testimony. 
If you're just joining us, if you would like to testify, please directly message Leilani and she'll 
be keeping a sign up. And reminder that testimony will be limited to three minutes. So Leilani, 
if you, if you wouldn't mind keeping time and maybe chiming in when people are at two and a 
half minutes just so we can kind of respect everyone's time here tonight. That will be great. 
Okay, so without further ado, I'll open public testimony. Leilani, if you could tell me who the 
first person on the list is. 

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Thank you, Chair. Your first testifier, and I apologize in advance if I 
mispronounced your names, Uri Cabatu followed by Reverend Steven Jerbi. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you.  And just a reminder, if you are going to testify and you're here on the 
BlueJeans platform when it's your turn, your feel, feel free to turn on your audio and video so 
we can hear and see you. And if everyone else could just make sure that muted that will be 
most helpful. So sorry, who did you say was the first testifier was?

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: First testifier is Uri Cabatu. 

Ms. Preza: Okay, great. Uri, are you here? If you could turn on your video. 

Ms. Uri Cabatu: Yes.  Yes, I'm here. I'm sorry, I don't want to turn off, turn on my video. 

Ms. Preza: Oh, no, no. It’s okay.

Ms. Cabatu: So my name is Uri Cabatu. I want to give a testimony regarding the housing. Uh, 
I am in favor of the proposal. In my opinion, it will help the community. I heard that this 
proposal is for the work force of Lanai -- correct me if I’m wrong -- and I am part of that 
workforce. I am employed as a certified nursing assistant, which is a much needed service 
on Lanai especially for the kupuna.  However, my job does not pay very well, but I love it and 
I'm happy to provide care for others. This proposal gives me hope that I too may be able to 
rent or buy an affordable home in the future. So thank you.

Ms. Preza: Thank you so much for your testimony. Commissioner, do you have any questions 
for her? If not, then thank you so much. And we'll move on to the next testifier. Leilani, could 
you say his name again?

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Sure.  The next testifier is Reverend Steve Jerbi.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. I see you've unmuted yourself, so please go ahead.

Reverend Steve Jerbi: My name is Steve Jerbi. I am the Kahu at Lanai Union Church, and I 
am speaking in support of this project.  The prophet Micah says everyone shall sit under their 
own vine and fig tree. I’ll reference a scripture that Amanda Gorman, our youth poet laureate 
referenced earlier today which is a vision that says everyone will have a safe and secure

PUBLIC TESTIMONY FOR AGENDA ITEM C.1
BEGINS HERE
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place to live and to dwell. We know that housing is a major issue for residents here in Lanai 
especially workforce housing. And so while there are environmental exemptions and 
accommodations that are made when you make plans for affordable housing, I see this as 
very supportive for the vision for the residents and for the workers. And so I support the project 
moving forward and adopting the environmental plan. Thanks.

Ms. Preza: Thank you for your testimony. Commissioners, do you have any questions for 
Reverend? If not, then thank you so much. And before we continue down the list, in case 
people are just joining us, I just want to let everyone know if you are interested in testifying, 
in the upper right hand corner of the BlueJeans app there is a chat function, and you can 
message Leilani through that and she'll put you on the list. Okay, Leilani, can you let us know 
who's next please?

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Thank you. The next testifier is Diane Preza.

Ms. Preza: Okay, thank you. 

Ms. Diane Preza: Hi. Aloha Chair Preza and Commissioners. I'm Diane Preza, and I 
appreciate the opportunity, opportunity to voice my thoughts. I don't have any comments on 
the draft EA, but I would like to share some thoughts about Hokuao so I'll go ahead. I love 
Lanai and its people, and as a lifelong resident of Lanai, I'm well aware of the need for housing 
on Lanai. 30 years ago, my husband and I were fortunate enough to purchase an affordable 
at Olopua. I wish the same for young families because it's important they have opportunities 
which allow me to put roots down here at home. In all honesty, I hope for development in 
which affordable homes would be available for Lanai residents to purchase. While not a 
current option, hopefully one day the sale of affordable homes will once again happened on 
Lanai. 

That being said, I am in favor of the proposed Hokuao affordable rental development for these 
reasons. It's a solution that will help alleviate the current, the current housing shortage. In 
some instances, there are multiple families and multiple generations living together in one 
household. This type of living situation may be difficult and has a potential to cause family 
conflict. As a retired educator and a parent, I realize the need for children to have adequate 
living space. Creating an environment conducive to studying and a good night's rest results 
in increased performance in school. Many of us were lucky enough to grow up in a home with 
a yard. A yard affords children a place where they can unplug from technology, exercise, 
socialize and most importantly, create special memories. Parents can maintain supervision 
as children play in the yard. Activities that strengthen family bonding, such as gardening and 
barbecuing, can take place in the yard, which is, by the way, is very huge, I thought. Finally, 
this development will free up other Pulama Lanai rental properties. I hope that preference for 
these homes is given to Lanai residents currently working on the island. Thank you so much.

Ms. Preza: Thank you for your testimony. Commissioners, do you have questions for Diane? 
If not, and thank you so much, and we'll move on. Leilani, if you could let us know who's next. 
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Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Your next testifier is Noemi Barbadillo.

Ms. Preza: Okay. Do you mean Noemi maybe?  Yeah. Okay. Sorry, go ahead. 

Ms. Noemi Barbadillo: Hi. Good evening. I just wanted to voice my support for the Hokuao 
project. There's definitely a need for housing to support all of the agencies on island, to bring 
in talent needed to help get Lanai to a place where we can be self-sustaining. We see it all 
the time where people are in bad situations or relationships, and they leave their home only 
to return to the same situation because they don't have any other options due to the lack of 
housing. There are many families that are stacked in homes because family members can't 
find anywhere affordable to live on island, and so this, with having this new housing option, it 
will allow those who have also outgrown their current home a chance to move into a home 
that is the right size for their family. And so, I mean, I moved back home seven years ago, but 
I was lucky enough to be able to move into our home and we have enough room so four of 
us can coexist. But that's not the case for a lot of people who move home. They go into their 
family homes and there are so many of them that then it causes conflict in their homes and 
they're trying to get out and we are not able to help them. So I'm in favor for this project. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Noemi.  Commissioners, do you have any questions for her? If not, 
then thanks so much for your testimony. And Leilani, if you could let us know who's next. 

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Thank you. Next testifier is Kathy Carroll. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Kathy. Feel free to unmute. Hi, Kathy. Are you are you there? I think 
you're still muted if you're trying to talk. Kathy?  The unmute button is in the top middle right. 
I mean, sorry, the middle of the screen. Okay, if not, maybe we can just try to get back to 
Kathy. Maybe she's having technical difficulties. Leilani, can you let us know who's next, 
please? 

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Our next testifier is Charlie Palumbo. 

Ms. Preza: Charlie, you can feel free to unmute. You can unmute your audio and video if you'd 
like to. It’s up to you. Are you there Charlie?  We can't hear you.

Mr. Charlie Palumbo: So here we go. Here we go. All right. Um, well, as you probably know, 
we're in a critical housing shortage here in Lanai.  We have multi-generational.  I mean, it’s 
the same thing that Diane talked about, and we all know the issues. We have multi-
generational families living in tiny plantation homes.  You know, people stacked on top of 
people, and we need more room. We have an economy that's starting to grow here. We have 
a, you know, ownership that is interested in creating this sustainable island here. And so in 
addition to all of the people here that are, you know, living in sort of substandard conditions 
right now, they really need to spread out, and, you know, what has been previously 
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mentioned, you know, room to grow, live, play, all of that good stuff. We also need room for 
people that will help us become a more sustainable island in the future. 

The things I like about this location is it's walkable. It's near the stores and school. There are 
parks that are going to be, you know, a part of this development. So there are a lot of good 
stuff that's going on. This is not the do all and end all. This is a stepping stone, I think, in the 
right direction for where we need to go. I understand, you know, homeownership is something 
that is near and dear to many of us that cannot afford to purchase a home right at the moment. 
But with affordable housing, this will allow us to save, get ready for, you know, future 
opportunities. The County is, I know, at work trying to come up with solutions for affordable 
housing that is for purchase in the future. Pulama may follow that. There may be another 
phase of this project or other similar projects that will offer home ownership. So this is certainly 
not the do all and end all project. This is a step in the right direction. So I'll just leave it at that.
Thank you for my time to participate. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Charlie, for your testimony. Commissioners, do you have any 
questions for him?  Okay, if not then, then thanks so much. And Leilani, can you let us know 
who's next please?

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Our next testifier is Elton Kinoshita.

Mr. Elton Kinoshita:  Oh, thank you Commissioners for allowing me to speak up. I'll admit I 
did not read the 800 page EA, but I'd like to speak on behalf and to support this proposal. And 
I'm speaking as principal of Lana'i High and Elementary School. Pulama Lanai has been very 
accommodating and providing us much housing for me, for teachers when I recruit. This year 
they gave me, they managed to give me two more than what my inventory was so I really 
appreciate that. However, even with that, we were four or five -- we had four or five teaching 
positions at the beginning of the school year, and I had to discontinue recruiting efforts 
because there just was no, were no available units. Eventually we did have one of our teacher 
colleges that opened up. But this is a struggle for us to provide housing as we recruit. And the 
housing here compared to other islands is very, very affordable. But still, for many people that 
are struggling, even that is not a viable option right now in terms of . . . (inaudible) . . .  I will 
say I don't know if my teachers would qualify with the income part of the affordable rental 
units, but if other people can do move into those units, it may also free up units in Iwiole or 
Kanepuu. So I, I hope that this goes through just shortly take of the recruiting of teachers at 
the, the school here on Lanai.  That’s all I have to say. Thank you again for allowing me to 
share. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Elton. Commissioners, do you have any questions for him? If not, then 
thanks so much for your testimony. Leilani, is there anyone else?

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Yes. Next testifier is Butch Gima. 
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Mr. Butch Gima: Okay. Good evening everybody. I submitted written testimony regarding the 
draft EA and to summarize, you know, conceptually, I'm in agreement with this project. I feel 
it will meet, increase the supply for the demand for housing, and I think the, the benefits 
outweigh some of the deficits in this project. But the gist of my testimony had to do with water. 
And I, I felt that the both the applicant and the entity that prepared the EA arrived at a 
premature conclusion that there was a finding of no significant impact (FONSI). And I stated 
that because I think the section on water was deficient in the sense that you as 
Commissioners could not comment on whether overall this project would have an impact on 
our water supply and the ability to transmit water to all the projects. Ideally, what, what should 
have been provided in the EA was, number one, our current usage. Number two, the projected 
use of water in this project. And number three, the approved allocations for other projects not 
yet built. Then once you get those three, then you’ll have a total and then you can compare 
that to the island’s sustainable yield and ability to pump that much water. So without that 
information, I don't, I think it's premature to have that FONSI. It is encouraging that hopefully 
the Department of Housing and Human Concerns will take that into consideration, and 
incorporate that into the final draft. Thank you.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Butch. Commissioners do have questions for him? Okay, if not, then 
thanks so much for your testimony. And Leilani, could you please let us know who's next? 

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: I have Phoenix Dupere next. He's calling via phone. 

Ms. Preza: Okay. Phoenix, you can feel free to speak up and we can let you know if we can 
hear you. Phoenix, are you there? We can't hear you. I don't know if you're on mute. If there's 
a button you can press.

Mr. Phoenix Dupree:  Can you hear me now? 

Ms. Preza: Yes, we can. Go ahead. 

Mr. Dupree: Good evening. I’m Phoenix Dupree, co-owner, and operator Blue Ginger Cafe. 
Thank you for letting me share my testimony. My family moved to Lanai 30 years ago, and 
into a brand new rental housing complex called Iwiole Hale.  Without Iwiole, I wouldn't have 
had a place to live here. Seven years later, we had the opportunity to buy a home. It gave me 
roots. I might have left Lanai if I hadn't bought it, but I stayed. And then in 2010, my parents, 
Joe and Georgia Abilay the torch to the Blue Ginger Cafe to me. If I hadn't been able to rent 
and then purchase a home, I can humbly and honestly say there would be no Blue Ginger 
Café today. We have a housing crisis here. Lanai City desperately needs an increase in 
overall housing capacity. 

One disadvantage of this plan is, is that it's exclusively rental. There is no path for young 
families to achieve home ownership. I would ask Pullum and the County to consider making 
some of the units rent to own so the others can have the same opportunity as me, to make 
Lanai their permanent home. There are mutual advantages of home ownership. It's a win-win 
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for the company because they get guaranteed workers. When you have a 30 year mortgage 
to pay, you become a permanent part of the workforce. Home ownership is a win for local 
families because they can establish roots and build wealth through equity. 

Another downside of this project is that you likely have to be employed by Pulama to qualify. 
It would be preferable if units could be set aside and made available to more teachers, to
nurses, and to other essential workers. In their desire to attract international talent to move 
here, it’s in Pulama’s best interest to retain good teachers. I would prefer if employees of 
Lanai small business could qualify. But to reality, in spite of reservations that I have Pulama 
needs more rentals for building our economy, and to house the growing workforce for the 
same reason that Iwiole was built 30 years ago. 

I think we need Maui County to be actively involved in building affordable housing for the 
people of Lanai. Politics is a problem. Olopua Woods was the last County funded subdivision 
30 years ago. It seems that Maui County powers that be want Pulama to be 100 percent 
responsible for affordable housing on Lanai which I understand because that was the 
plantation mentality. They own the island, they should have to do everything. But I don't not 
agree with that. We are no longer your plantation anymore.

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Two and a half minutes.

Mr. Dupree: There are many more, there are many homes and businesses. Maui County in 
action has led us to the crisis that we're in now, and waiting for Pulama to do everything is 
not a workable approach. 

So tonight I'm asking for your vote in support of this proposition in spite of the drawbacks. I 
believe the proposal will help to ease our housing crunch by opening up more rentals in town. 
It will help provide an immediate solution to housing Lanai’s growing workforce, and it can 
lower the density of Lanai housing. And as Charlie said, it's a first it's a first step in 30 years, 
a step in the right direction. Thank you very much for listening to my testimony.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Phoenix. Right on time. Commissioner, do you have any questions of 
him?  Okay, if not, then thanks so much Phoenix for your testimony. 

Mr. Dupree: Thank you so much.

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Leilani, if you could let us know who's next, please. 

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: I have no one else signed up, but you might want to try Kathy Carroll 
if she was able to link back on. 

Ms. Preza: Yes. Kathy, are you there and if so, would you like to --. I see your video is back 
up. 
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Ms. Kathy Carroll: Yeah.

Ms. Preza: If you’d like to testify, feel free to now. 

Ms. Carroll: My internet, my internet. I'm hoping in this new project that you'll have good 
internet support. But we've lived here 20 years and have our gallery 18 years. And ever since 
we moved here 20 years ago, housing, housing, housing has really been the big issue and 
we, we are in total support of this project. And we think it's a project whose time is long 
overdue. I think Diane, and Charlie, and Noemi, and others have really pretty much stated all 
of the excellent points for why this is an important project. I really also want to say that we 
love the -- we saw a drawing that included a lot of parks and green space, and I think that's 
very, very important. And as Diane said, yards for kids to play in is, is key. 

I had a question, I think during the brief summary, I heard them say that there were 60 parking 
places. Is that correct? If it's only sixty, that's, that's not nearly enough for 150 units, so, or 
homes. So I'm hoping I heard that wrong. And then also just building on Phoenix's point that 
I do hope that the, that this will be open to workers beyond the Pulama family. As a small 
business, you know, all of us need, need housing for employees. So I'm hoping that that will, 
will be so. That's all. We think it's a great project and can't wait for it to happen. The only other 
note, of course, I'm hoping that the rents stay low so that people who are even in the fair 
market part of this can afford them as well. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Kathy. I'm not sure if there's anyone present who might be able to 
answer her question about the parking units. And if they're not ready right now, perhaps we 
can loop back to that after public testimony. But is anyone available to clarify or to add 
additional comment? Okay, well, if not, I --

Mr. Wollenhaupt: This is the Department speaking. Actually the Department is also going to 
be, is writing a letter. And we did have a question, a 1,500 square foot community center for 
use by the community, and 60 parking spaces for use by the project residents. Are these 
parking spaces dedicated for non-project residents who will be using the community center? 
Please elaborate on the facilities inside the center, the process of administration. So the 
Department also has a question as to where these 60, if they're just for the community center. 
But it doesn't sound like the use of the community. So that would be a clarifying question that 
we identified. So perhaps some of the experts would know the answer. Thank you. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Kurt for the clarification. Kathy, does that kind of help that, you know, 
maybe that's a question that we can include in our comments? 

Ms. Carroll: Yeah. Thank you. 

Ms. Preza: Thanks. 
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Ms. Carroll: Yeah, when he said that now I am thinking that's probably more for the community 
center that I would assume it’s a given for each home would have at least one parking space 
or two. 

Ms. Preza: Yeah, I think it would be a good point of clarification. I do recall seeing in some of 
the layouts that it seemed like there were parking spaces in front of each home. So hopefully 
that's the case and maybe this is a separate thing, but maybe that can be a clarifying question 
comment in our, in our letter.

Ms. Carroll: One, one other question are, are there garages with each home? 

Ms. Preza: I’m not -- 

Ms. Carroll: Is that --

Ms. Preza: I didn't notice that in the EA, but --

Mr. Delacruz: Each home will a carport.

Ms. Carroll: Okay, carport. 

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Well, it's actually a little more complicated than that, as many things in life 
are. It depends on if it's affordable, they have a pad. If it's some of the market rate, there are 
to be garages. So it depends on the unit price, and whether it's an affordable unit or for market. 
So that's outlined in the specifics as to which units will and which units will not have garages. 
So they either have a parking pad on lot, or they do have a garage. So that's -- 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. That’s helpful.

Ms. Carroll: Thank you.

Ms. Preza: Commissioners, do you have questions for Kathy? If not, then Leilani, is there 
anyone else who would like to testify?

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Yes, I've had a couple more add ons. The next person is Nelinia 
Cabiles.

Ms. Preza: Okay, thank you. Nelinia . . . (inaudible) . . . 

Ms. Nelinia Cabiles: Okay.  Good evening Commissioners and members of the Lanai 
Planning Commission. My name is Nalinia Cabiles. 
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Ms. Preza: Nelinia, if I could just -- it’s really noisy. I don’t know if anyone else's mic is on, but 
if you're not Nelinia, if you could make sure that you're muted so there's no feedback. That 
will be really helpful. Thank you. Go ahead Nel. 

Ms. Cabiles: Okay. Thank you. I want to start by saying thank you for giving me the space to 
share my thoughts. I want to start by saying that I was born in the Philippines and I came here 
with my family when I was four. My dad worked for Dole, a year, before we could join him. But 
I grew up here at a time when pineapple was the dominant industry. Men were arriving from 
the Philippines to work in the pineapple fields and they brought their families with them. It was 
a time when Dole ran this town, dictating it, nearly every aspect of our lives, including housing. 
What I remember when my mom and my three brothers and older sister arrived on Lanai is 
that there wasn't a house to rent so a couple of Lanai families were kind enough to open their 
homes to us for a number of months until a rental on Queen Street became available. It didn't 
matter that the house on Queen had only two bedrooms, and one bathroom, and we were a 
family of eight. What mattered was that nearly nine months since our arrival, our family had a 
place we could call home. What mattered is that we were imposing on another family space. 
It was our first real home. We had our own yard to play in. We had good neighbors. We felt 
safe and free. And I'm sharing this experience to offer the background of our island's housing 
situation. It seems that the demand for homes has always exceeded inventory on our island. 
And now we have the whole Hokuao housing project before us, which I think is super exciting 
for families. And I, I support this project because, one, there is a great need for housing on 
this island and having 150 single-family homes for rent would help make a dent in meeting 
that need. Two hundred -- two -- 8,000 square foot lot sizes is downright palatial. I would 
argue that a workforce and families who live in dwellings that they can make feel like home, 
that offer ample living space and yards for kids to play in are happy people. It speaks to a 
quality of life.

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Two and half minutes. 

Ms. Cabiles: Three, with the pocket parks and a community center as part of the bills and with 
keeping the design and feel of these structures similar to those in town maintains a certain 
continuity. It means on paper like a well-planned neighborhood. So for all these reasons, I'm 
in full support of the Hokuao housing project. Thank you.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Nelinia.  Commissioners, do you have any questions for her? If not, 
then thanks so much for your testimony. And Leilani, is there anyone else who signed up? 

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Yes, I have Linda Kay Okamoto.

Ms. Linda Kay Okamoto: Okay, is my, mine on?

Ms. Preza: Yes, we can hear you.
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Ms. Okamoto: Okay, mine is more a question for the County. I didn't have a chance to read 
the whole environmental statement. One of my questions is the, for the affordable rentals, are 
those going to end up being only the two bedroom houses? Because as I think everyone 
knows, it's our large families that are really hurting right now and they tend to be in the 
category of affordable. But if the affordable rentals are all two bedroom, that's going to make 
it very difficult. If the larger houses are also going to be available, some of them as affordable, 
that would be great. So I just would have a question for the County if they know, you know, 
exactly how that's going to be allocated. 

I agree with all the others who have said, you know, there needs to be a pathway to purchase. 
People do want to purchase their own homes and there's just no opportunity here right now. 
So if there could be a pathway to doing purchase, I think that would be great. That was, that 
was all I had. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Kay for your testimony. I'm not sure if the County is able to answer that 
question and if not, then yes, sorry, I'm speaking.

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Yes. The County --.  Hello, this is Kurt again. I'm looking at the 
environmental assessment, and that's all that you can go by. On page 13, it says the project 
proposes the affordable leased units are anticipated to be the two bedrooms.  That is 76 
homes. The market rate units are anticipated to be 59 two-bedrooms, and 15 four-bedrooms. 
So the answer to testifier, Ms. Okamoto, would be the four bedrooms are, according to the 
EA, to be market rate. Thank you. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Kurt, for that clarification. 

Ms. Okamoto: I would, I would have an objection there that, you know, only the two bedrooms, 
and we all know that it's large families that are really in the affordable category and that are 
hurting for housing. So I think that's a drawback. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Commissioners, do you have any questions for Kay?  Or, sorry, 
Jordan, I saw that you unmuted yourself if you had something to say?

Mr. Hart: Chair, thank you. I just wanted to say when, when the Commission enters 
discussion, the Deputy Director of Housing and Human Concerns is here as well.

Ms. Preza: Great. Thank you so much for letting us know. Okay, if not, then Leilani, could you 
please let me know who's next? 

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: The next person is David Embrey.

Ms. Preza: Okay, thank you. David, feel free to admit yourself. 

Mr. David Embrey: Yeah. Do you hear me? 
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Ms. Preza: Yes.

Mr. Embrey: Hello?

Ms. Preza: Okay.  Hi there Council.  I, I reviewed the 800 pages on the testimony. I read all 
the pages, and I looked at everything. I had some strong issues on where the site was 
because by the sewer plant and the EPA how they did the testing. That was one of my issues.

The other issue was on the wording, they had newcomers. I didn't see anything about outside 
Pulama people finding housing. I’m a State worker. There is no housing for us. Every time we 
go to Pulama, they say we need to go outside and find housing outside. Outside, there is 
none. Zero. The problem I have in that, we have this project only become a Pulama project 
for the hotel.  In this report, there has been no notification in this. 

Number three, yes, we need housing. It’s very important, but we need affordable housing. We 
had a good plan put together in the beginning, presented to Pulama on the housing Chapter 
11. It never happened. I don't what happened. What happened to the 200 houses in first plan, 
that 100 was going to be for sale and the other 100 would be for low cost housing?  And pretty 
well that is it. Any questions?

Mr. Preza: Thank you, David. Commissioners have any questions for David? If not, then thank 
you so much for your testimony. And Leilani, if you could let me know who is next.

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: Thank you Chair. That’s the last. That’s it. I don't have anyone else 
signed up to testify. 

Ms. Preza: Okay, thank you. Well, I just want to open up one more time. If anyone calling in 
via BlueJeans would like to testify, feel free to speak up at this time. And if not, then I would 
like to ask if anyone calling in via phone would like to offer testimony. Okay, and if not, I'll 
close public testimony at this time.  

If it's all right with all of you, I'm sure we’ll have a lot to discuss. But perhaps now might be a 
good time for a quick five minute break and then we can reconvene and continue on this 
agenda item. Does that sound okay for everyone? Okay, so if we can try to be back at 6:12 
p.m., and then we can continue our discussion, so thank you. 

(The Lanai Planning Commission recessed at 6:07 p.m., and reconvened at 6:13 p.m.)

Ms. Preza: So we'll get started on our discussion if Commissioners would like to start talking 
about if they have any comments or questions on this environmental assessment. 

Ms. Kaye: Shelly, I have two. 
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Ms. Preza: Two accounts happening? Sorry, I see Sally with the video and then there's 
another Sally Kaye that's unmuted, so maybe that's, that's where the feedback is coming 
from. Did you mean to log in twice? Sorry we can't hear you Sally. Is there any way you can 
click out of the other one? The other one doesn't have a video on and it's unmuted. I think 
that's what's causing the feedback. I'm not sure if this is something Leilani can help with. Sorry 
everyone, technical difficulties. Okay, I see. Okay, Sally, do you want to try unmute yourself 
again. I saw the other account left the call.  Sally, are you there?  Are you able to unmute 
yourself on the upper, the middle, and mute button? Can you hear me, Sally? Sorry, I'm not 
even sure if you can hear me. Okay, it seems like Sally is having technical difficulties. So 
while she's figuring that out, other commissioners, maybe if you any of you would like to get 
started on some commentary. And I don't know, sorry, actually, Leilani if I don't know if you're 
able to call Sally or if someone is able to help her.

Ms. Ramoran-Quemado: I'm not able. It's on her end that she has to unclick the unmute 
button.

Ms. Preza: Okay.  Sally, can you hear us? Okay, I don't even think she can hear us, so maybe 
we'll just have to -- maybe she can --.  Leilani, do you think in that chat, I don't know if she's 
checking the chat, but maybe you can see she can log out and come back in. That might be 
a quick fix. Sorry, everyone. 

In the meantime, commissioners, do you have other comments on? So just to go back to what 
we're doing here tonight is we're just -- what we would like to do is to gather all of our 
comments and questions, and submit them cohesively as a Commission. So all we're doing 
tonight is having offering some comments, questions, and we're not voting. I mean, we're not 
voting on whether they should go forward or not. Sorry, I do believe -- I think this is Sally 
texting me. She said her video died. I'm going to just let her know maybe she should try to 
exit and come back if that's okay, while everyone takes a look through the EA, and if there's 
any section that we can work through. Richelle did suggest that perhaps a good way to do 
this might be to kind of go through the table of contents because it's such a long document 
and decide if we have any comments on specific sections. So if you could all just take a quick 
minute and I'll just text Sally back real quick. 

Hi, everyone. So sorry. Oh, gosh. Sorry for the --. I'm sorry Sally, I’m taking you off speaker 
real quick. So I'm on the phone with Sally. She's saying that she can hear us, she can't see 
us, but maybe she can speak through my mic, like, my phone mic and share her comments. 
She said when she tries to exit and come back in, it's not allowing her to turn the mic on. But 
as a commissioner, I do want to hear her comments, so maybe we can try that out. If you 
could all just bear with us. Apologies for the technical issues. But Sally, I'm going to put you 
on speaker now and then maybe we can hopefully --. Oh, Jordan, yes, do you have a 
suggestion?

Mr. Hart: Would Commissioner Kaye like to try and telephone in?
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Ms. Preza: Oh, that's interesting. Sally, did you hear that, maybe try to just telephone in.  Yes, 
I believe if you -- there's a number. Leilani, could you put the number in the chat please, that 
she can use to dial in?

Mr. Hart: I believe it's also on the agenda. 

Ms. Preza: It’s also on the agenda, Sally. Okay, let's try that. I'm going to, I'm going to hang 
up now so you can call. Sorry everybody for the holdup but maybe while Sally is trying that 
out, if, Commissioners, do you have questions or do you want to just go through the table of 
contents like suggested just so we can start to develop some comments?  I'm not sure if you 
can hear, Richelle, if you folks have gone through this process and have any suggestions for 
how this might go most smoothly. But I welcome any, any suggestions.

Mr. Wollenhaupt: This is Kurt from the Planning Department. And I go to the Urban Design 
Review Board, and how they do it is that they have after the presentation that we already 
have, they have a round robin with each of the commissioners that talks about their issues, 
concerns, things they like, things are a little bit concerned about. Then once that's been done, 
then they go around again and try to then formulate specific and measurable questions and 
then they vote if they think they'd like this by motion. Is this something that the group thinks 
is important? So that’s -- they kind of have two rounds to flesh out the project and then they 
hone it down on certain issues they've identified. Just one example. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. That's really helpful. Maybe we can do that. I have a question, Kurt, 
actually about that. So do you think the end product will be purely questions or any kind of 
comment, cohesive comment would also be welcomed?

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Well, I think that cohesive comments could be like a couple of paragraphs 
at the beginning. But this really is the opportunity to identify specific questions or issues that 
you would like answered. That's why the questions are important. If they can be pretty specific. 
Not something like talk about affordable housing on Lanai. Well, okay, that's a fine question, 
but it would be better if it's really honed down so that they can measure it or get their hands 
around it, and then come up with an answer that's useful. So, yes, you can have general 
comments and we can kind of put those in the beginning. But then, and here are a list of. So 
what the Department has done is they've had a couple of paragraphs in the beginning and 
then the Department offers the following comments. And then those are specific questions, 
such as, let's see here, can the applicant provide adequate storage space on site of lawn and 
other equipment to maintain the property? That's something that we've seen is helpful on 
projects. So we just -- that's, that's something that we'd like them to explore. And they may 
say, no, that's not possible or yes, it could be. Anyway, that's just one example. Thanks.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. That really helps. Okay, great. Sorry, I also saw Richelle unmute if you 
had additional comments on how we should move forward.
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Ms. Richelle Thomson: I think, I think Kurt covered it very well. And I agree this. Just to 
reiterate, it is the chance for the Commission to provide collective comments. So which is 
important at the end of the process, I would recommend that you can either adopt them by 
consensus or you could actually make a motion and then vote on the motion to adopt the 
comments and send them as your official comments on the EA. And you can also ask 
questions, too, you know, if that's something that comes up as the Commissioners are going 
through their turns, if there are questions that they have, you know, in their reading of the EA, 
or maybe they just didn't see the information. It is a long document, but I know that the 
resources are on line if you have specific questions. 

Mr. Delacruz: Have a few.

Ms. Preza: Yes, John.

Mr. Delacruz: A least one comment and then a question. The -- all the two bedroom homes 
are 1,080 square feet and all the lots are, it seems, like 8,000 square feet. Generous, 
generous sized homes and generous sized lot. It all, it almost seems that they're inviting 
multifamily dwellings. You know, rent them out and have people just naturally have 10, 11 
people living in there. Although being rentals, they cannot modify the buildings. And even 
though it's 8,000 square feet, being a rental, they cannot build ohana houses on the 
properties. That’s a comment.  

And I also have a comment to expand on the garages only 15 of the four bedroom houses 
will have garages. The two bedroom market houses will not have garages. They also will have 
only parking pads and the garages are 250 square feet, which is kind of almost less than big, 
but not small. That’s just a comment. 

My big question is some of us had started attending the Pulama meetings in, I think, it was 
August of 2016 the first one in. And then after that the meetings were slow and far between. 
But the focus from the beginning was purchase. And now with this EA and this presentation 
today, it's rental. And I, I feel that most people want to purchase. So I would like some 
response from whoever planned this thing would, with this project from the beginning why it 
moved from purchase to rental. That's my position on this. Thank you. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you John for your comments. Other Commissioners have anything to add 
to that or anything to add to the discussion?  I see Sally's back. I'm not sure. 

Ms. Kaye: Yes, I am. I'm sorry. I was going to start --.  Can you hear me?

Ms. Preza: Yes. 

Ms. Kaye: Okay, with two process questions. The first one was what we're doing tonight is to 
reach a consensus, hopefully on comments and questions. So if it doesn't preclude us as
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individuals from actually commenting directly on the OEQC website, if there are additional 
questions we come up with after this meeting, that's the first question. And the second is -- 

Ms. Preza: If I can I just interrupt you there Sally. 

Ms. Kaye: Yeah.

Ms. Preza: Sorry. Can I just interrupt you there real quick, and the County can chime in, but I 
believe the public comment time ends on Friday, that is the 22nd. So I believe, I believe we 
can comment as individuals on the site, but I think that ends on Friday, and . . . (inaudible) . . 
. that's incorrect, but -- 

Ms. Kaye: Yeah, I think that's --. Yeah, that's my understanding. I just wanted to make sure 
that we have additional opportunity as individuals. And secondly, if we ask a question tonight, 
like I had that same question John just had much of the supporting documentation to this EA 
had actually has it as for sale, and there's very little explanation on how it went from that to 
all rental. So if that kind of question gets answered tonight, does it also get in, get sent in on 
behalf of the County so that the EA has to address it in its final draft?

Mr. Hart: Chair?

Ms. Preza: Go ahead Jordan. Thank you. 

Mr. Hart: Yeah. Okay, so, so the first question regarding acting as an individual capacity
versus acting as a member of the body, I think that that's a question for Richelle.  

Regarding the question about whether or not discussion that may be fielded by project 
representatives will be answered in the final EA or not. You know, I would, I would I would 
encourage you to keep your eye on that, as far as deciding what you want, what the 
Commission as a body wants to make it into the final letter. Because, you know, if you resolve 
things here, they're discussed here, but, but they may not necessarily be in the final EA if they 
don't make it into your comments to the do the applicant. So just that would be my response 
to that question. Is that clear?  What I did -- was what I --.  Okay, what I'm trying to say is that 
if you, if you discuss and the project representative replies to you and you feel you're satisfied 
and then you don't have that question go into the letter that leaves the Planning Commission, 
then then I don't see any obligation for them to put it into the final EA unless they tell you here 
now that they're going to put it in the final EA.

Ms. Preza: Thank you.  And we also aren't expecting, like, we, we -- even though maybe 
some members or representatives of the applicant are here, they're not required to be 
answering our questions about this, right? We're just meant to be compiling comments, 
questions that could be submitted for a future draft or a final draft?
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Mr. Hart: Yeah, that's an important Chair -- Jordan Hart again -- I just want to kind of reiterate 
my comments earlier, my opening comments. So this is the first time that the Department sent 
an EA to the any of the Commissions where the Commission is not the accepting authority 
that I'm aware of. And so, you know, typically we rely on the applicant to do presentations. 
And so just because it was a relatively short notice to the project representatives and it's not 
specifically a requirement, the Department took the responsibility of doing the introduction. 
So it doesn't have graphics and things that you would normally experience. Thank you.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. So is that kind of clear for everyone? Like we're here to if we have 
concerns, questions about the EA, we can, we’re here to come to a consensus about that as 
a Commission and then to get that submitted to the parties who hopefully that will, you know, 
they’ll address that in their final EA. I believe that's what's being said. But Richelle, sorry, if 
you wanted to address the, if we're able to provide individual comments outside of this as 
well.

Ms. Thomson: Yes. So you can provide your collective comments, you know, by tonight. But 
then also as individuals, you can submit your comments up through, the deadline is Friday. 
And you would submit your comments to the approving agency, which is the County 
Department of Housing and Human Concerns, with a copy to the applicant and to the 
applicant’s consultant.  And that information is on the first few pages of the, of the draft EA. 
And the contact information is there as well. It's also for the public, the same goes for the 
general public, if they have comments on this draft EA. And if they don't have it in hand, they 
can always go to the OEQC’s website. And it was published on the 23rd December, so that's 
how you can find the OEQC bulletin for the project, and then that will have all the links.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Richelle.  And while I have you on, can I just ask a question about as 
we're kind of, you know, kind of talking about our comments and questions, before, so before 
we submit it officially as a body, I guess because we're commenting specifically on the EA, 
does it have to be attributable to a specific section within the EA or can it just be our general 
feedback?

Ms. Thomson: It doesn't have to -- if you know, you know if you say that you have like a 
specific section that you would like more information or feel that it's deficient in some way, the 
more specific you can be in your, in your comments, the more that the applicant can address 
them properly. But you can also, you know, you don't have to reference specific sections. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. That that's helpful. Okay. So sorry. That was a lot of, you know, 
prefacing all this. But I think if we can get back to the discussion. Commissioners, do you 
have other comments after reading through the EA or skimming through?  

Ms. Kaye: I'm sorry, I still have a concern. If, if you ask question A and it gets answered and 
it doesn't make, there's no paper trail in the final draft of the EA. I've done this process several 
times, and I, I'm wondering if we might just be better off to say, here are our questions, please 
address them, and don't ask for a resolution tonight. Because then then it's just a matter of 
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our minutes and it doesn't get into a letter that goes to the applicant. Do you see what I'm 
saying?

Mr. Hart: Chair, can I respond? Yeah, I, I believe that that's what I was trying to say to you. 
And so basically the kind of questions that you might ask I think are detailed or like 
understanding so that you can better shape your questions. But I do think that you shouldn't
try to do it back and forth to resolve. You should basically just decide on the questions that 
you want to present so that they are required to be put into the final EA. 

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Hi, this is Kurt again. So, an example, is a question was asked, well, which 
units have garages? Well, that that was an easily answered question. It's in the EA. Said 
there’s 15 four bedroom units that have garages. Okay, that's already in the EA.  So that's, 
that's a simple, simply answered question. But as Commissioner Kaye indicated that this isn't 
the time to be working out issues. It would be the time to ask questions of issues that are not 
clearly black and white. Okay, thanks. 

Ms. Preza: So Kurt, so to follow up with that. The example you brought up that was clearly 
answered question, answerable question based on the document. But John's question earlier 
about why only the four bedroom homes have garages attached to them, is that a . . . 
(inaudible) . . .

Mr. Delacruz: That wasn’t a question. That was a comment. 

Ms. Preza: Oh, so you're just commenting on that is what it says in the document.

Mr. Delacruz: Yeah, I read that off the EA.  

Ms. Preza: Right.

Mr. Delacruz: So question was, why did the focus change from purchase or sales to rentals? 

Ms. Preza: Okay.

Mr. Delacruz: That is a question.

Ms. Preza: Never mind. I was trying to make an example, which was could we -- I know that's 
not your question, John, but maybe what could that be a question that we asked, right, is like, 
why are there only --? Like it's a concern of his that there are only garages for a four bedroom 
homes, is that a something that we could pose.

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Hi, it’s Kurt again. Yes, exactly. Exactly. We can answer the question, how 
many units in the project have, have garages? 15. But if you'd like to say, can the applicant 
consider adding garages to other two-bedroom types, or can the applicant consider different 
mix of four and two bedroom units? That that would be something then they could look at and 
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then they would either decide, yes, we're going to answer it or it doesn't pencil out or whatever. 
But that would be the difference. It's clearly stated in the document or no, there's no, there's 
no answer in the document, but that's something you’d like explored. 

Ms. Preza: Right. Okay, thank you for that clarification. And sorry everyone, I know we're just 
trying to get through the nitty-gritty to make sure that we understand what we're able to put 
forward tonight. And so something that I -- and maybe as Commissioners feel free to chime 
in -- but if,if I may kind of share some of what I was thinking about as we were hearing public 
testimony. I feel like there was a few comments read that were throughout some of the 
testifiers’ comments tonight. One of them being the -- I don't, I don't recall it being mentioned 
clearly in the EA kind of specifically who the housing would be for. And I think that's a comment 
that has come up. And I know it is addressing that it's for the workforce, and its affordable 
options for Lanai residents. But I was hearing tonight that there is concern about specific -- I
don't know if this is possible for them to address, but kind of specifically what parts of the 
workforce, right. Because I was hearing things about I don't, I don't ever recall seeing this in 
the document that it's only reserved for Pulama Lanai. I didn't, I didn't see that in this draft. So 
I think one of the testifiers may have brought that up, but I don't recall reading that. But I know 
there was, you know, people brought up about teaching staff or, or small business owners, or 
current residents who've been here a while, you know. I, I think that is one of my questions 
and that I was hearing from testifiers is kind of maybe some clarification on if there will be 
priority for, you know, people who've, you know, in certain sectors or who've lived here for, 
you know, X number of years or if it's reserved for, you know, specific workforce that's coming 
in for a specific project. I don't know if that's too specific a question, but I don't know if you 
folks agree that that is something that we were hearing tonight from testifiers.

Mr. Delacruz: This is John Delacruz. I think that should be a specific question on who will be 
the rent, the renters, or who will be living in those units, and what the criteria is? Is it specific 
for local people? But somewhere in the beginning of the EA it talks about housing for, I think, 
it's worded temporary off island workers needing housing for a short period of time and to me, 
that sounds like construction workers. Whereas if they would bring in a construction crew to 
build the next unit on the next housing project, and they would live there in that housing to 
build the next project. So I would like to see specifically who this rental housing is intended 
for.

Ms. Preza:  Commissioners, other thoughts?  Yes, Sally or Shirley.

Ms. Samonte: Yes. And maybe in addition to that, not only maybe asking who, who is it 
specifically for, but maybe we can ask, can they consider the work, workforce being and we 
state what workforce we want to see? 

Ms. Preza: I see what you're saying. So like -- so I'm, I'm hearing that, like, the discussion 
might be heading towards the asking the applicant to clarify what workforce really means. I 
don't know if we can say that these are the only two people that they will rent you. But what 
we would prefer is what you're saying, Shirley, like maybe identifying certain. 
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Ms. Samonte: Right, because they maybe come back to us and it can be very generic and, 
you know, subject to interpretation. But I think if we asked them to consider specifically, like 
we say, if we say teachers, we say nurses, we say other, you know, other job careers that we 
need in our community, community . . . (inaudible – technical difficulties) . . .  

Ms. Preza: Sorry Shirley to interrupt you. I think your connection --. Sorry Shirley, your 
connection was weird, so I didn't really --

Ms. Samonte: . . . (inaudible -- technical difficulties) . . . 

Ms. Preza: Oh no. Is everyone else hearing this?  Oh, no, Shirley. Sorry. Shirley, can you 
hear me? 

Mr. Delacruz: Might be too close to the microphone. 

Ms. Preza: Sorry, Shirley.  I think the last minute and a half it was like very, it was like cutting 
off what you were saying. Could, could you try say something again?

Ms. Samonte: Can you hear me?

Ms. Preza:  Yes. Now we can hear you. 

Mr. Hart: Chair, you can see the power of the connection right next to the microphone for each 
participant. 

Ms. Preza: Okay. So now Shirley you have two bars. You had one bar earlier, and that's why 
I think we couldn't hear you. But maybe could you go back like a minute to what you were 
talking about --

Ms. Samonte: Sorry. You know, maybe it’s we asking to consider specifically what, what we 
want that's not maybe covered or part of careers that's in the . . . (inaudible) . . .  So examples 
would be teachers, nurses, business owners as far as what what's in the workforce, or who 
would be considered in the work, in the work force.

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Shirley. Other thoughts on that from other Commissioners? I mean, I 
think it's definitely worth asking the question about clarifying the intent of, like, who this, like, 
who will be housed here and maybe some prioritization. I think that's what I was hearing was 
some concern from testifiers tonight. I'm not sure if we all agree or if you have other ideas. 
Well, maybe we can come back to this when we're finalizing our, our comments and 
questions. But I think that’s definitely one is like a question about clarifying the workforce and 
if there would be a possibility of prioritizing certain groups of people like how Shirley was 
suggesting maybe we can come back to that. Are there other comments? I’m just going to 
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look at my notes real quick to see what else I had written, but feel free for anyone else to 
speak up. 

Ms. Kaye: Yeah, I have, I have some pretty simple questions that I think should be asked and, 
and they should be asked and addressed. One is, are, would this, is this project required to 
use the HUD affordable guidelines? It might not accurately reflect the high cost of living for 
Maui County. And at one point at page 22, it says something about being based on the income 
for Honolulu. So if they could clarify whether there are local affordable guidelines that could 
be applied, that's one. 

Well number seven has been indicated to be the primary source of water for this project. I'd 
like them to address what status that well is at, when will it be tested, and when do they 
anticipate it will be in production? 

Another and I'm assuming Jordan is or someone is taking this down. So if I'm going too fast -
-

Mr. Wollenhaupt: No, I’m fine. This is the planner. I’m taking it down. 

Ms. Kaye: Okay. Thanks Kurt. 

Mr. Wollenhaupt: I’m trying to stay with it. 

Ms. Kaye: Okay, well, stop me if you need to. Hawaii Revised Statues 196 requires solar hot 
water systems for all new houses built after 2010. There's no indication in the EA that there 
are going to be any solar hot water systems. So they need to address why. I, I see that in 
November of last year DEBD has a, has an exemption granted, which I think might be for this 
project, but I it's not clear what it's based on. So if they could address the solar.

Also a page 209, it says homes may include solar photovoltaic, photovoltaic onsite generation 
with individual home battery storage. Who would pay for that? And why is -- I mean, that's not 
for a rental property. Is that going to be on everyone?  So that I think needs to be clarified. 
And that's what I've got so far. Thank you.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Sally.

Ms. Kaye: I’m sorry. One more. One more. On page 67, there's something about the, the 
odor, odor from the wastewater treatment plant. You know, there's a 600 foot setback and 
then, and I quote, “which we determined was of only a minor issue,” and there's no explanation 
for who “we” is, and how it was determined that that is not a major issue because locally, you 
know, it is considered an issue. Kona winds. You know, this is right next to the waste water 
treatment plant. So I’d just like clarification on how they arrived at that. Thank you. 
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Ms. Preza: Thank you Sally. And other Commissioners comments or questions as you were 
reading through the EA?

Mr. Delacruz: This is John. Could I add or respond to Shelly’s question about the income?  
On page 24, it shows the affordable rent guidelines and the printed size is so small even when 
I magnified it by 25% you can hardly read it. But by using this card I could see that the 
guidelines for a two bedroom, at the 140 percent AMI is $1,688 for a two bedroom. If you're 
making 80 percent of the monthly income average, the two bedroom will cost, rent would cost, 
$1,065. So, you know, I don't know how you feel about that being affordable. It may or may 
not be depending on your opinion, but it is on page 24 for Lanai. 

Mr. Hart: Chair, this is Jordan Hart on behalf of the department. We also do have the Deputy 
Director of Housing and Human Concerns. But I do just want to say that the affordable sales 
price guidelines for the island of Lanai are specifically provided every year by the Department 
of Housing and Human Concerns, and published on their website. So that's a regularly 
generated piece of information. If you did want to talk to the Director, Deputy Director of 
Housing and Human Concerns about that, or if you just wanted to stick with your comment. 
But I do want to just point out that that's somewhat of a standardized item. 

Ms. Preza: Thanks Jordan. Your comments and questions? I, I think, one of the things that I 
was realizing or coming up a lot, too, was the -- and John, kind of to your question earlier 
about, you know, early talks being about, you know, the opportunity to purchase a home. And 
I know that we're commenting specifically on this EA which doesn't include that. But I do think 
that was something that was brought up quite a few times in the testimony tonight about how 
this --. You know, no one doubts that affordable housing is needed on Lanai, and it's very 
important. And, you know, this project provides an opportunity for additional rental homes that 
could be affordable for more families here. But maybe one of our questions could be about, 
you know, addressing the also the need for purchasing, you know, for the opportunity to 
purchase homes. I'm not sure if that's something that, you know, fits in with this EA. I think 
throughout the document in referenced the Lanai Community Plan and no doubt that this 
project addresses the need for affordable rentals. But the community plan also discusses the 
need for, you know, opportunities for first time home buyers, and, and this doesn't necessarily, 
you know, this doesn't address that. So maybe if there could be some clarification on, you 
know, why that changed or if there is any thought given to the opportunity to purchase some 
homes. Or I think one of the testifiers brought up the idea of rent to buy. The opportunity to 
rent for a set amount of time and then have an opportunity to purchase. 

And I just bring this up because, you know, as a young person living on Lanai, you know, 
being able to purchase a home. And this is not something that Hokuao needs to address, but 
just like in general, my commentary on this is that, or even just a young person living in Hawaii, 
that the path to success and to try to establish roots in a place. One of those things is 
homeownership. And, you know, I really, I love history, and, you know, one of the things that 
came up in the 1951 strike was higher wages and the right to purchase a home on Lanai 
because that generation of workers, you know, such admirable people they recognized that 
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homeownership was a way to establish roots and success for their own families here. So I 
think that that is definitely something to consider for the next generation of, you know, my, my 
age people coming up. And while I -- but I do think that this Hokuao project addresses the 
affordable housing rental situation, I just wanted to throw that out there as a young person 
that it would be nice if there were other opportunities to, you know, purchase homes. And that 
doesn't need to be addressed by Hokuao, but, you know, I think other people have mentioned, 
you know, potential County housing in the future or stuff like that. I think it's just something 
that we should be thinking about. 

Ms. Kaye: Okay, so Shelly, I disagree. I think after John raised that, raised it initially, they 
need to explain why the supporting documentation started in this EA focused on sales and 
then it vanished. So just asking them to clarify how they went from one place to another. I 
mean, there's the Courts, there's Iwiole, there’s the Quads. There's a lot of rental properties 
on the island. And I don't even know what's, what's supposed to be going on at Koele.  There's 
units being built up there. I don't know who those are for. So I think just asking them to clarify 
that is, is not a bad idea. Rent to own is a great idea. Everyone in my neighborhood is 
devastated that they can't buy. They've been renting and, you know, there's a lot of, there's a 
lot of support for that, so I think it should be addressed in this. 

Ms. Samonte: I agree with Sally. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. So maybe just the clarification would be helpful. Yes, Sherry, go 
ahead.

Ms. Menze: I agree with Sally too. Why, why did they change midstream and I think we need 
some clarification because people really want to buy homes on Lanai and if this is just for 
their workforce, well, then make it clear that it's not affordable, it's for their workforce. It's not 
going to be, I mean, county wide affordable homes if that it's really just going to be homes for 
their workforce. We need clarification on really where this is going or why it, why it changed 
midstream.  

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Sherry. Other comments? And sorry --. Yes, Jordan.

Mr. Hart: I just want to just chime in just on some terminology at this time, just because, you 
know, it's a specific process that's happening and maybe first time for some people. But you 
do have the ability to request that various alternatives be evaluated. So it seems like you're 
talking a lot about a certain kind of scenario for the project. You know, you might just ask that 
that be evaluated as an alternative gets evaluated. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Jordan. That’s actually helpful. I didn't know that we could ask for that.
So Commissioners, we might, you know, in our final conclusions that we might want to ask 
for that alternative be explored. The possibility of rent to own or some kind of, you know, not, 
not solely rentals. But other comments? Sorry, I don't want us to get too far off track, but other, 
other comments that we should bring up, or questions we had?
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Ms. Kaye: I think the two more that I had was why weren't three bedrooms considered? There 
were no three bedrooms at all, which is a pretty standard size. I'd like to know why, why that 
was not considered. And has, has any thought been given by the applicant to what lease 
terms? I saw a reference to how many units and they were going to do it with some sort of 
pre sign up. But how would a lease term, again, to John's point, be framed so that this isn't 
just going to be a place for high contractor turnover? 

Mr. Preza: Thank you Sally. Good comments. Are there other comments from 
Commissioners? Something I did want to address too is on page one-thirty -- sorry, I don't 
know who's taking notes, but sorry -- I know this is a lot. But I think on page 139 in the 
economic impact analysis, I think there's, you know, CBRE constructed a model kind depicting 
the different economic impacts that Hokuao will have, and I had a question -- or maybe this 
is clarification that the applicant can clarify in their final EA. One of the bullet points talks about 
the at build out, the average de facto population of the community will be some 415 full time 
residents exclusive of guests. The cumulative resident household income during the first ten 
years of occupancy will total 70.4 million and will stabilize at 12.1 million annually thereafter. 
So I think the other bullet points, just to refresh everyone's memory, it talks about how it will 
bring revenue or bring, you know, wages in, like, construction jobs, all those things. I think 
that's, that's valid. But I'm, I'm kind of curious about why the number of, like, why the 
household income for that area matters? Because I feel like if, if we're providing housing 
primarily for people who are already here, then that won't really change, like the income that's 
coming into Lanai unless it's new people that are coming in, then they would be contributing, 
you know, the annual household income would be contributing to the community. But that 
was just a specific question that I had about that section. Sorry, I didn’t mean to bring it that 
too far into the . . . (inaudible) . . . , but other comments or --?

So we do need to figure out kind of, you know, gain consensus on the comments that we 
would like to provide tonight as a Commission. So I feel like there were a lot of good thoughts 
shared. Were there any comments or questions that we discussed that we don't want to 
include in the letter that we will be, you know, on behalf of the Planning Commission? I think 
these clarifications sound pretty reasonable. Hopefully they were -- maybe the County or 
whoever is taking notes can comment on if the specificity was clear enough or if, if they need 
clarification on any of the myriad of things that we just discussed. 

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Hi. This is Kurt again.  I’ve been . . . (inaudible) . . . trying to type down some 
comments here. So I don't know, I guess I could start working through. I don't want to repeat. 
But one, one comment to craft would be how is the focus on this project changed from a for 
sales model to a rental model? That seemed to be an important point. And corollary to that, 
who exactly is this housing for? What groups are going to be prioritized for this housing? How 
will this prioritization even work? Is that even legal plausible?  And parts of the workforce is 
targeted, teaching staff, small business owners, nurses. And clarification on priority for 
affordable rental units to be provided in the EA. Who are these renters and what will be the 
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criteria? Let's see. Is it possible to target specific workforces? Clarify what workforce even 
mean.  So that's kind of one body of question. 

There was a question that this project is required . . . (inaudible) . . . affordable guidelines. 
And then it talks about, page 22, talking about Honolulu. But then I think on page 24, it shows 
the Lanai guidelines so that may have been answered, but we can continue.  Clarification on 
well number seven which is the primary source of water. What's the status of the well? When 
this well is going to be tested? When it be in production?  Clarification on requirements for 
solar hot water systems. Was there an exemption?  Clarify what this exemption would entail 
through DBEDT.  Page 209, homes may include solar photovoltaic on site generation with 
individual battery storage. Is this going to happen? Who would pay for this? Is this on every 
house?

Page 67, there was a discussion on odor from the WWTP, quote, “which we determined only 
a minor issue.” But who is “we” and how is that determined? 

Let's see here. Again, and then we reverted back about early talks about purchasing the 
home, addressing the need for purchasing affordable homes. This perceived change and 
focus; please explain. 

And that gets to evaluating alternative scenarios. I'm not sure.  It would be helpful, though, to 
specify what alternative scenario you want. The rental to buy or 100 percent purchase. These 
are in the EA to be in perpetuity just to let you know that. So it would be that this would go to 
all the market.  

Then you talked about the midstream change. That seems to be a big thing here. Why weren’t 
the three bedrooms considered, three bedroom?  Has any thought been given it lease terms? 
How are lease terms are framed so not just a place for a high contractor turnover? Then the 
Chair talked about the . . . (inaudible) . . . real estate model depicting a built out 415 full time 
residence with the cumulative income. Well, um, what what's really the purpose of such
numbers? What's that trying to say? 

So that’s some of the issues that we've come up with so far. Thank you.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Kurt for taking such great notes. That was -- I'm sorry that we've been 
going so quickly through all these things, and I appreciate your time and effort on this. I think 
based on hearing back some of what we've just discussed, I think something that definitely 
needs clarification and cohesion is the, the comment about the work force prioritization. I'm 
not sure how that works, but sorry, Jordan, I see you've unmuted yourself also.

Mr. Hart: I just wanted to clarify whether or not the question regarding ohana units was 
supposed -- was that an aside or was that supposed to be included?
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Mr. Delacruz: That’s just a comment. The square footage requirement for ohana houses is 
7,500.  All the 8,000 square foot units would qualify to build ohana units. But, these are rental 
units. You're not going to build an ohana house on a rental unit.  

Ms. Preza: Sorry . . . (inaudible) . . . 

Mr. Delacruz: . . . (inaudible) to remodel a rental house.

Ms. Preza: Okay. So I don't think it needs to be included because I feel like we’re just pointing 
out that that will probably not happen. But maybe if we could get back to the discussion about 
the workforce and asking the applicant to clarify what that means. I don't know. I'm kind of at 
a loss for how we convey, you know, I don't know. I'm not sure how we say, like, we would 
prefer X, Y and Z. But Commissioners feel free to jump in with your ideas on if we just want 
to ask them to clarify if the workforce is meant to be traveling, people who are traveling in and 
out, or meant to be for, you know, residents who've lived here for a number of years and have 
been waiting for housing?  I'm not sure how to go about crafting that, that comment.

Mr. Wollenhaupt: This is Kurt again. I don't know if there are, if there are any resources that 
are currently listening to this conversation that may know legally about how prioritization can 
or cannot work. I don't know if there's any other resources. I'm not familiar with the rules of 
affordable housing, and okay, we'd like only people that live here to have one. I just don't 
know how that all works, but --

Ms. Preza: Thank you Kurt. Yeah, thank you. I think that's why I'm conf -- I'm, I'm not sure if 
we can fully make --. I like the, you know, I like the idea of being able to say like we would 
prefer this type of person, or you know, like this job. But I'm not sure exactly legally how that 
would work. So do you folks still want to pursue this, you know, clarification on what the work 
force is or --? I think we brought it up primarily because so many people had testified about 
kind of who qualifies and that kind of thing. So maybe it could be veered from this is the work 
force, you know, clarify exactly what that means or versus maybe asking if, like, what 
qualifications should be met to be. I'm not sure. Sorry, I'm not really sure how to address that 
comment. Sherry, do you want to go ahead?

Ms. Menze: Yeah. I'm curious to know if the, if once these houses are built, if they're going to 
go to their housing list. Because I know that they have a housing list. Would the people on 
the list be the first people to move into these or to rent these homes? Would they be going 
according to the list that they have? And this is another thing back to, you know, the workforce. 
Are they going to rent these houses to people from the housing list that they already exist? 
Or are they going to have it for, like you said, construction workers or whoever they choose? 
Because I know they have a big housing list right now. Just a comment.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Sherry. How do other Commissioners feel about this?
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Mr. Delacruz: I think we have to ask. It's not our dime.  It’s not our dime, so we cannot dictate 
anything. But we can ask. And if we ask, they should answer. It's very important for us, at 
least for me to know who's going to be living in those rental unit. And I'm sure they already 
know who they want to live in there. So I think this is one question that should be asked. 
Who's going to live there and why the move from purchase to rental. At least those two.  

Ms. Preza: Sorry. I'm not sure if I agree with -- I don't know if we can ask them who is going 
to live there because we I don't think it's fair to say for certain that the applicant already knows 
exactly who they're putting in there. I think that's, that's maybe a little bit of an assumption. 
But maybe we can ask about the selection process for who would be, you know, able to qualify 
for these homes. That might give some clarification. I’m sorry, I see Jordan is unmuted if you 
wanted to try to chime in.

Mr. Hart: Sure. Two things Chair. I just want to say that, first, the Deputy Director of Housing 
and Human Concerns is here and turned her video on in case there was any questions related 
to that subject. And then the other thing I would say is that, you know, I don't think that you 
should be concerned in expressing what the concerns that you have as this body and as 
members of the community participating in this body. So, you know, I think that you can state 
whatever you believe your concerns are, whether it be this group is, is needs housing or 
whatever you may, you know, think you want to express into the document. I do think that 
you're not going to be able to dictate to the applicant what they will do. But you can ask for 
things to be analyzed or request by various things or, or not analyzed or asked that they do 
that review. 

But anyway, that's just to basically say, I think that you can essentially say whatever you want 
into this comment letter. But separate from that, I do want to encourage you to take advantage 
of Ms. Munsell, who's, who's been with us here tonight.

Ms. Preza: Thank you Jordan. And hi, Ms. Munsell. Thank you for joining us, and thank you 
for turning your video on. It’s good to see you. 

Ms. Linda Munsell: Thank you for having me. Maybe there's a couple of things that maybe I 
can help address for you. What you are talking about right now is the EA. But this is part of a 
201H project, and so this is eventually going to be heard in front of the County Council. First, 
it'll go to the Affordable Housing Committee, which Mr. Johnson is the chair. And then it will -
- once it, if it passes that committee, it will go on to the full Council. So you will have an 
opportunity on multiple occasions, other occasions to comment on, on, on various elements. 
So there are going to be other opportunities. 

The second thing I can address is 201H is for workforce housing, so Pulama Lanai cannot 
restrict it to their own employees. It has to be out there for a workforce. The choice of the 
people who go into those homes are going to be based on a lottery that will be held in public 
that someone from usually the Housing Division will attend and oversee. So it's not like they 
can choose who they want to have in there, at least for the workforce elements of it. The 
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market elements, they, you know, there are other rules associated with that. We’ll also 
indicate the spread of AMI so they will have to have certain number of units set aside for very 
specific AMI levels, depending on what the ordinance says. And typically we follow if 201H 
their admin rules are silent, then we would follow the 2.96 rules. So for this project, it’s a rental 
project, they would be required to provide units from as low as 50 percent AMI, all the way up 
to a 120 percent AMI.  And that would be the limit for the rental project. So I don't know if 
that's helpful to you or not, but certainly I'm here if you have other questions like that. 

So one last thing, six month is lease is the minimum. So I don't know how they would structure 
a temporary construction work, construction worker coming over to reside in these homes. 
That would be a question that we would have for our own Corporation Counsel to make sure 
that we have a resolution on that. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. And sorry, can you just clarify AMI again or just --

Ms. Munsell: Yeah. So for Lanai, we’re talking about incomes as low as about $26,000 all the 
way up to about $64,000. 

Ms. Preza: So you're saying -- sorry, just clarifying the acronym -- average median income, 
right, for household?

Ms. Munsell: Yes. 

Ms. Preza: Okay. Thank you so much. Actually thank you so much for your comments 
because that was most helpful in helping me understand kind of the limits of --.  You know, I 
think it's great that you're here so you can hear maybe some of our concerns with our 
community. But if it's, you know, the selection process is being held by a lottery, then, you 
know, we can't necessarily say like we would prefer X, Y and Z, correct?

Ms. Munsell: And I think, well I think Corporation Counsel would have to chime in on, on some 
of it, but you can or there have been ways that other juristic, jurisdictions have done 
preferences for essential workers and things like that. That has to be very carefully crafted, 
however, because what you have to show is that you're not discriminating against minorities 
or other protected classes. So, you know, there are some things that can be considered, but 
it has to be very carefully crafted and tracked to make sure that there is no disparate impact.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. And I hope and I'm glad the clarification came up about the fact that 
Pulama Lanai is not allowed to reserved it only for their own workforce because I feel like that, 
that came up in some of the testimonies. So thank you for addressing that. 

So Commissioners, based on all the information we just heard, do we want to proceed with 
any kind of clarification on this workforce comment or --?  I think someone's unmuted, but 
maybe shouldn't be if you could make that we’re muted because we're hearing some, some 
conversations happening. Okay, thank you. Sorry, Roxanne, I saw you on mute. 
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Ms. Catiel: Yeah. I don't know. It might be me, my husband watching TV. But anyway, I was, 
I was wondering because 76 affordable homes for lease, and there’s 74 market rate homes. 
So being that there, you know, there are family, there's a large family who falls into affordable 
homes. So would it be possible to have some of the market rate homes fall into the affordable, 
you know, the four bedrooms homes instead of two bedroom homes fall into the fair market?  
I mean the --

Ms. Preza: You’re suggesting like maybe asking an alternative be considered where there 
were some other homes in the affordable bracket that, that have more than two bedrooms?

Ms. Catiel:  Right. So those big family with eleven, they cannot fit into a two bedroom. So why 
don't we suggest the applicant that put some of the fair market homes into that category.

Ms. Preza: . . . (inaudible) . . . the four bedroom, though, right?

Ms. Catiel: Yeah, the four bedroom, the four bedroom homes to accommodate this larger 
family. 

Ms. Preza: Okay, I think that's a fair comment to ask to explore like other --. And I think that 
kind of goes with Sally's comment about, you know, why weren't three bedroom homes 
explored? So maybe that can be one cohesive comment about, you know, potentially ask 
them to explore other options, or larger, larger homes beyond two bedrooms that could be 
included in the affordable housing, the fifty one percent.

Ms. Catiel: Right. Yeah, I think that's fair because we had 13 in our family. We had a three 
bedroom home. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Does that sound okay for Commissioners? Is that like a cohesive idea?

Ms. Ropa: Sorry Shelly, I had one too. Would it be discriminatory if we prioritized the new 
subdivision for residents who, who've lived here for a certain amount of time? I think with the 
new subdivision, if residents who lived here for, say, five years or whatever have the 
opportunity to live in the brand new housing, it might alleviate some of the stress of the 
residents thinking that they would be able to own the option. Also, there's a lot of families who, 
like, live in Iwiole their whole lives and were looking forward to, like, an upgrade, and being 
able to live in a brand new house or being able to own a home. And, you know, a lot of the 
work force that comes in are very transient even teachers. So if Iwiole opens up a little bit, 
then maybe teachers and construction workers could live in Iwiole, and the new subdivision 
could go to residents who are going to raise their families here, who's going to increase the 
community, the, the value of our community, and really prioritize those who are committed to 
living here for a long period of time, as opposed to completing a job and then moving on back 
to their homes where they already own something elsewhere, you know. So I don't know if 
that would be an idea. 
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Ms. Preza: Thank you Natalie for bringing that up. I think it's a good idea. I think we need to 
consult our, Richelle, our Corp Counsel, and maybe Ms. Munsell again.  I don’t know if that’s 
ever been done. I think Lanai is a very unique case where we are very ingrained in the 
community and we really care about people who invest their lives here. And so that might be 
-- I understand why, like and in other parts of the County, maybe like the lottery works. You 
know, I think, speaking as a community member, I agree with Natalie that I think it would be 
great to invest in people who have spent ten plus years here, aren't planning on moving, but 
have indeed lived in some of the other lower income apartments for most of their life, their 
lives. As opposed to like someone random who randomly moved here a year ago, who might 
have a great might, you know, might be contributing a good thing to the community but they 
got a lottery number ahead. And I don't know if that's fair, for, you know, we, we want to 
prioritize people who, who have invested time here. So I'm not sure if that's a question for our 
Corp Counsel or for Linda. If you could try and please.

Ms. Munsell: I'd really rather Corp Counsel hopped in here but my understanding is that you 
cannot put time limits on the length of residency for one of these projects. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you.

Ms. Thomson: You know, I agree with what Linda is saying. You know, she brought it up 
earlier in terms of preferences for certain groups or classes. There are, there are ways to 
achieve the end, but we do have to be careful about how it's done. In terms of what you're 
doing today, though, commenting on, as Jordan mentioned this earlier, really I think you 
should feel free to make your comments without trying to restrict them or craft the solution, 
you know, right now. And definitely what I'm hearing is that you want to be sure that this 
document, that the EA explore whatever types of rental programs that may be most beneficial 
to long term Lanai residents. I think that would be a fair comment and that would give them 
the indication that you want to make sure that, that that is explored to its fullest extent as it 
goes through the process. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you, Richelle. I feel like you definitely summarize exactly what we're trying 
to say in a way that doesn't get us in trouble legally, so thank you. Commissioners, are you 
okay with that comment about how she's saying that maybe our comment can just be explore 
alternative options that -- I'm sorry, I don't want to resay what she said and then mess it up. 
But is that okay?

Ms. Kaye: That was perfect. 

Ms. Samonte: I agree. 

Ms. Preza: I agree with that, too. Yes, I agree with that. I think investing in our community and 
our workforce who have dedicated their lives here and are, you know, are committed to being 
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here for the rest of their lives. I feel like it would be great if they had, like you said, Natalie, 
you know, options for, for housing beyond just you know, Iwiole or some other places.

Ms. Ropa: There was a lot of young people who emailed in that were really disappointed that 
it was changed from sales to rental. And if this project goes forward, I think there's going to 
be a lot of loud voices that are going to, you know, be against the rental thing. And I think if, 
if Pulama can come up with a really good reason and some good options, I think it would help 
alleviate those angry young people who have really committed to wanting to live here and 
have are raising their family, you know, are raising their families. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Natalie for sharing that. I think that's fair. I think that's what I've also, 
you know, heard around, like, in the community as, yeah, especially amongst young people 
who are, you know, wanting to purchase a home because they were planning to raise their 
families here and be here. I feel like it'd be great to explore an option where, you know, rent 
to buy or purchase is an option. But I think that being said too, I think that kind of goes hand 
in hand with potential exploration of other layouts or other, you know, kind of what Roxanne 
was saying about how, or Sally felt about how, you know, there’s only two bedroom homes 
that are available in the affordable housing, you know, bracket that 51 percent. So maybe 
exploring other options for that as well. I think those kind of go together, but thank you. 

Okay, sorry. I know that was a lot of -- we've gone through a lot of different ideas here. Are 
there other comments or anything else that we need to maybe -- 

Ms. Ropa: Do we want to add the thing that Butch said about the water like -- 

Ms. Preza: Oh, thank you for bringing that up.

Ms. Ropa: What is the current usage? The protected water . . . (inaudible) . . . . the approved 
allocations that have not yet been built. That’s what he had said. 

Ms. Preza: Yeah, thank you for bringing that up. I, I, I almost forgot to bring it up again, so 
thank you. When I was looking through this I thought it does say what the current usage is. I 
saw a graph that showed what our current use, our yield is, and then with against the six 
million dollar -- I'm sorry, not dollars, gallons -- six million gallon sustainable yield. And then I 
also saw that there was an indication of how much they estimate this product, this project 
would take up, which is I think was 120 --.  Sorry. I’m trying . . . (inaudible) . . . section -- 
120,000 gd, you know, gallons per day, GPD. So in my head that didn't, you know, if it was 
going to be that amount for this project. Again, from other meetings we've heard that we're 
currently around like a three million gallons per day yield with a six million sustainable, daily 
sustainable yield, an addition of like 120,000-something thousand per day to me didn't seem 
significant. But I'm sorry, I'm still trying to scroll through this part of the EA, but --

Ms. Kaye: I think -- Shelly, if I can? I think Butch’s concern and it's mine as well, is that it 
seems to be playing with water on paper. There's X project that's going to use this. There's Y 
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project that's going to use that. But I think there's not a coherent, cohesive way in which a 
trigger would be met so that if you do three projects --. You see what I'm saying? I mean, 
okay, you do the 120 here. But I think what he was suggesting was that if everything on the 
books was built out, there's no question that the company would have to dig a new well on 
the windward side of the aquifer. And there's no commitment in any of the projects. I mean, 
we've got the 200 acre Miki Basin. We’ve got this one, and then all the other ones that are on 
paper. I think that was, that was his, his suggestion that there be a more robust discussion of 
an incremental way in which to assess when you start to need more resource. Which is one 
reason why I really want to know where well seven is. 

Ms. Preza: Thanks, Sally. So I guess my confusion with this comment is on page 20 -- sorry, 
no -- 101, I finally found it. On page 101 there is a Lanai monthly pumping chart, which is for 
--. Because you're talking about a cohesive like, you know, what is our water usage, right, for 
all of these? Maybe not the projects individually, but us as an island. And so what I am 
confused about is this chart is showing us that, you know, the, the monthly pumping chart 
from 1930 and how much water was used. And then it shows the sustainable yield at six 
million gallons per day. And then there's a 4.3 million trigger set by the Water Commission 
where that would trigger like you know, if we get to that point, then that would trigger 
something to, you know, to check. But right now we're way below that. I don't know if you see 
that chart. I'm not don’t . . . (inaudible) . . .  I’m not trying not to be an expert in water. But I 
guess after looking at that chart, that's why I wasn't as concerned about it. But I don't know if 
you can clarify, maybe you know more about this than I do. If that chart --

Ms. Ropa: I think Butch did say he just wanted a collective report. What’s going on, what this 
is going to add to it, and then what the future usage is going to be like? I mean, I don't know 
I don't really know that much about the water.

Ms. Kaye: And I think Butch said he's already submitted these comments, so I'm so glad you 
brought it up. So I guess what I'm, Natalie, what I'd like to know is what additional question 
would you have? Because he's already submitted his. They're going to have to address it. So 
somehow that struck a nerve with you, so -- 

Ms. Ropa: No, I just taking notes and I wanted to be able to speak. I’m still learning. But there 
was -- 

Ms. Samonte: . . . (inaudible) . . . Sally.  So sorry, sorry. This is Shirley.  Sorry, I had to join 
by phone because my video, my internet is not working well, but I also took notes on that 
when Butch mentioned that.  And I think, for myself, I mean, I too would like to know how the 
water usage would look like knowing, knowing how we would look like with all projects, all the, 
the projected projects put together. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Okay, so that sounds like it's going to be maybe a cohesive comment 
from the Commission is expiration of a kind of more overarching . . . (inaudible) . . . those 
projects together? 
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Ms. Samonte: And Shelly, I just wanted to comment also if we’re going to we're going to ask 
clarification regarding the parking.

Ms. Preza: You know, I'm not sure. Do you folks feel strongly about that? Because Kurt said 
that that is in part of the County, the County questions to them was clarification about the 
parking stalls and what exactly that was for. 

Ms. Ropa: I think they said it was for the community center. 

Ms. Preza: Right. So I don't feel strongly about --. I think it's okay that I don't feel strongly 
about inserting a parking question into the our, our comments.

Ms. Kaye: Sorry, could you, could you, could you rephrase the question? 

Ms. Preza: Are you speaking to me?

Ms. Kaye: Well, whoever -- I'm sorry, I can't remember who raised it. But the 60 parking stalls 
would be like right across from, from where the laundry is now, right?  And that is just for the 
community center or is that . . . (inaudible) . . . ?

Ms. Samonte: . . . (inaudible) . . . for the residents. 

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Hi, this is the planner again. That, that was the question that the Department 
has, and it was, it was the question --. The EA says 60 parking spaces for use by the project 
residents. Now the question that I had, well then are there going to be parking spaces 
dedicated for non-project residents who are going to be using the community center? So if 
the community center is open to the public, we’ll then where is the public going to park if there 
are 60 dedicated to the residents?  There just needs clarification on this, this phrasing. And 
so we brought that up. You're certainly happy to bring it up in a different manner also. Thank 
you. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Kurt.  I feel comfortable that the County has addressed it in their 
comments. I don't know if we need to input it in ours unless anyone feels strongly. I think as 
long as it gets addressed, I feel like that's what's important. 

Ms. Catiel: I don't know, for me, the parking pad, how many cars can you park on that pad?

Ms. Preza: I think the schematic that we saw, it seemed like two, right?  It’s off his video, so I 
can’t get back to where I saw that. But I'm pretty sure . . . (inaudible) . . . 

Ms. Catiel: Yeah, because you don't want the street like Olopua Woods. 

Ms. Preza: I see. 
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Ms. Catiel: When everybody's home. 

Ms. Preza: Right. Well I think the good thing is at least there is like, you know, yeah, parking 
areas available. But sorry, Jordan, I saw that you unmuted yourself. 

Mr. Hart: Chair, I just wanted to say that I was seeing two stalls on the, on the lot diagrams. 
And then the other thing I would want to say is that, you know, just the way EAs are converted 
into final EAs by the land use planning consultants, I really wouldn't spend a lot of time 
debating which one should go in or out. If you have any, you know, thought at all that it should 
go in, just throw it in. There's no problem with double commenting or anything like that. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Okay, so maybe we should just throw in that comment about the 60 
parking stalls, and the, if it’s only for the residents of the project area.  Thank you Jordan. But 
yes, so, but I think he did confirm that it was two. And sorry I can't find where I saw this, but I 
saw that there are two cars in this layout. 

Mr. Hart: Right, I just want to . . . (inaudible) . . . me not having read the, the whole EA cover 
to cover, I want to say that I'm not, I'm not verifying that this is the case. I was just saying that 
I was seeing two cars shown in the lot diagrams with the parking pads that I was reviewing in 
the document.  

Ms. Preza: Thank you.

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Hi, this Kurt again. On page 207, there's schematics that show two cars in 
the, the pads, so two would be the number. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you Kurt.

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Now I don’t know if, you know, two sometimes becomes four because 
people decide they are going to park on the lawn. I don't know how you prevent, I don't know 
how you prevent that.

Ms. Preza: Thank you.  As long as it's adequate off street parking, I think so, thank you. I 
think, I think two at least on property . . . (inaudible) . . . 

Mr. Hart: Chair, I apologize that we're all over this. But that statement would be an example 
of an appropriate statement, you know, so long as there's adequate off-street parking. You 
know, those are the kinds of, you know, suggestions that you bring. 

Ms. Preza: Okay. So maybe -- okay. Wait, sorry, Jordan, can you rephrase that? What, what 
--? So, so long as there's adequate off-street parking.
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Mr. Hart: Right. So, so basically we're spending a lot of time discussing whether or not there's 
two and potential impacts. But you could just say, you know, the Lanai Planning Commission 
wants to see adequate off-street parking in the, you know, on the project or provided on the 
lots, you know, considering family size and things like that. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Okay, that's great. I like exactly what Jordan said if everyone's okay 
with that.

Ms. Kaye: Yeah, but you know what? He’s -- Roxanne raises a really good point. I didn't even 
look to see with the road width is. So if someone has a party there, is it going to look like 
Olopua when everybody's home. And it's -- are the roads wide enough and perhaps the 
planner, Kurt, could address this to accommodate temporary parking on the streets? 

Ms. Preza: Maybe we could just add that as a comment. 

Mr. Delacruz: I think I saw 20 feet. But, you know, we're finding reasons, we're looking for 
reasons for why not to ask questions. I think any question that comes up should be asked. 
The more questions we have, the more information we can have back, so we can have a 
better idea of what the big picture is. I think it's important to ask why they mentioned the 60 
parking spaces because I think the, the rec center is only 1,500 square feet. Why do you need 
60 cars for 1,500 square feet rec center? The more information that we can get, I think the 
better off we will be in total as a Commission. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Other questions or inquiries for this EA? It is coming up on seven thirty. 
I’m sorry I know we need to provide comments today basically because the public comment 
closes on the 22nd, but we do have a couple of other items to address and I don't want us, I 
don't really want to keep us past eight. So are there any other pressing questions or comments 
about this EA? Sorry, I don't know Ms. Munsell is still here, but you did say that there will be 
other opportunities for us as a Commission, as an individuals, and as individuals to comment 
on this project, correct?

Ms. Munsell: That is correct. This is the comments that you're providing us for the 
environmental assessment. But there will be other opportunities that will go before the 
Affordable Housing Committee, assuming it gets that far and it will also go before Council. So 
there's at least two more opportunities for you to comment. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. And I just bring that up because I don't want to, I feel bad kind of, you 
know, cutting us off just in the name of being, you know, honoring everyone's time tonight. 
But I do want everyone to know that if there are additional things that come up after this 
Commission meeting, if you've had more time to peruse, then there will be other opportunities 
to present those, those comments at other forums. But sorry, Commissioners, other 
comments or questions? I don't want to totally rush through this but I feel like we did go 
through quite a few specific ideas and comments. Does anyone else anything to add?  
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Mr. Delacruz: So what questions are we going to ask tonight? 

Ms. Preza: So I believe every --. I’m, in my head, it was everything that Kurt kind of read 
through earlier, all the questions that we'd asked and then with clarifications as we went on. 
Is that sufficient, Kurt, or is there --? Sorry, maybe I should ask Kurt and the planners if there 
are questions that you need clarification from us on. But otherwise, you know, based on your, 
your comment John, about just give it all the questions we had, just put it in there, I feel okay 
with that but maybe the planners can comment.

Mr. Wollenhaupt: Well, I think I have lots of, lots of ideas here, taking every one down. The 
time is somewhat minimal. Sometimes that that deadline can be extended for a couple of days 
just thinking about mail and all that. So I will come up with a letter and I can give that to Jordan 
to peruse. And if need be, maybe I could email it to the Chair. Maybe you could take a quick 
look at it depending on how the time is going, although we don't have a lot of time. But I think 
we have a good idea on the topics to cover. It's just word-smithing that’s this because we've 
had lots of different, different ways of explaining the same thing, especially this idea of 
prioritization. So we'll just have to work on it a little bit. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you. And we really appreciate your time and effort because I know we, we 
went through a lot of things and maybe we weren't necessarily always clear with exactly what 
we wanted. So thank you so much for taking great notes and for being willing to wordsmith it. 
Commissioners, are, are you all comfortable with that, with them taking the comment? I mean, 
based on what Kurt read of all the comments that the comments that we said I feel like they've 
taken really good notes. And we, we did say things kind of multiple ways, a few different times 
about some things. So are we all comfortable with them proceeding with all of our comments 
and crafting a letter? 

Ms. Kaye: Yes.

Mr. Delacruz: So Kurt, this is John. So could you please quickly review what we are asking?

Ms. Preza: Sorry. I, I might ask maybe I don't know if that’s – Kurt you can feel free if you 
would like to do that. Commissioner, but I feel like Kurt did read through every single thing 
that we did except for, like, the very tail end, which we have just talked about. So are you 
interested -- are the Commissioners interested in hearing the entire list back again? Because 
I feel, I feel comfortable, like, with what we've heard because he already read to us what he 
had. 

Ms. Ropa: Would we be able to review it after he's done wording it out or --? 

Ms. Preza: I think it's based on, based on what he said, it's kind of based on the time because 
the public comment is supposed to end on Friday. Is that correct, Jordan? 
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Mr. Hart: Yeah, that's correct. I did want to say I also took notes. I did it by person rather than 
chronologically, but so it would be a nightmare for me to read my version back. But if you 
guys want to like -- the only way to address it so that everybody feels completely comfortable 
if they want to hear them all is for Kurt to read them right now. Otherwise you would basically 
rest assure that Kurt and I collected everything, and that the Chair would review our final draft 
before it goes out. But there is a real time consideration and I do want to make sure that the 
letter goes out timely.

Ms. Preza: Thank you. Sorry, John, I apologize for cutting you off, but the other 
Commissioners have concerns about do you want to be does anyone else want to have 
everything read back? Sorry, just in the interest of time, John, I apologize. But luckily this 
meeting is recorded, so as soon as it's posted, I believe everything has been accounted for. 
So thank you, Jordan. And if, I, if you folks have the time to get it to me, that would be great. 
But if not, I understand that that was a lot to work through, so thank you so much. 

Okay, I'm sorry, I don't know if it's a question for Corp Council, but do we need to officially 
make a motion that we've accepted this or is the verbal agreement of the Commission 
Member’s okay to proceed? 

Ms. Thomson: I think that, you know, it seems to me that you have consensus on the way that 
you're handling it, and then we’re going to request it.  You know, the Planning Department is 
going to put together all of your comments and transmit them on your behalf. But I think it's 
fine doing it the way you are. 

Ms. Preza: Thank you.  Okay, great. Thank you all so much. I know it's getting late, so thank 
you so much for bearing with all of us and for Commissioners for all of your thoughts and you 
know, their own in terms of going through this EA. 
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Ms. Preza: So I guess we'll move on to item D-1 which is communications, the third quarter 
of 2020 report from mid-June through August on water usage reports from or submitted by 
Ms. Keiki-Pua Dancil, PhD, Senior Vice-President of Government Affairs for Pulama Lanai.  
Is Keiki-Pua present, or present? 

Ms. Keiki-Pua Dancil: Aloha Chair, can you hear me? 

Ms. Preza: Yes. I can hear you now. Thank you. 

Ms. Dancil: Sorry about that. BlueJeans not working so well tonight. 

Ms. Preza: No worries there. We have technical difficulties.

Ms. Dancil: Well, thank you so much. It's been a – it’s 7:38 so I'll be brief. Joy Gannon is also 
here with me. In front of you have agenda item D-1. It's associated with our project district 
phase two application for the Four Seasons Resort Koele, improvement at Koele.  Condition 
15 states that we shall provide the Commission with quarterly and year end water usage 
reports for the project site. Tonight, we're presenting a third quarter report of calendar year 
2020, reported from mid-June through mid-August. If you look at Exhibit A, the red box is the 
quarter in question. We provide a year's worth of history, and it's also graphed for you. And 
we're here for questions. And as I mentioned, Joy Gannon is here as well.

Ms. Preza: Thank you so much. Commissioner, any questions or comments on this report? If 
not, then thank you. Oh, yes, okay, go ahead Sally.

Ms. Kaye: Sorry.  Yeah, I'm going to remind us again that it is our public trust doctrine 
responsibility to oversee water use, and I find this interesting, but less than useful for our 
review purposes because it doesn't show a trend. So I'd just like to request that in the future 
that we show all of the periods together. I know that that can be done so that we can see if 
there's an increase in water use and it can be explained by drought or whatever, a decrease 
because of efficiency that's congratulatory. It's just, just seeing this doesn't tell us anything, 
so that's my request. 

Ms. Dancil: Aloha. Chair Preza, may I address that comment please?

Ms. Preza: Yes please. Thank you.

Ms. Dancil: Thank you Commissioner Kaye.  Just to remind you, we just started with Koele, 
so it started in Q4 2019, so this does show everything to date for the Koele Condition 15 
report.  The project district phase two was approved in 2017, and it was when we started 
operating. So we started operating in Q4 of 2019.  So I just want to call that to your attention, 
so this does show it.
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Ms. Kaye: Okay. So I'm sorry I wasn't on the Commission then. So you're saying that there is 
no previous uses of water in the project district that could be compared to this?

Ms. Dancil: This is our condition so this was for the project district two in 2017 applications. 
So that’s when the condition was imposed was for that, the improvements at Koele. And so 
that's, the first report was Q4 2019. 

Ms. Kaye: Okay.

Ms. Preza: They thank you for the clarification. Any other questions or comments? If not, then 
thank you so much, Keiki-Pua and Joy for your time and for waiting to come on for this item 
so we appreciate it.

Ms. Preza: Moving on to agenda item E, the open application report, which we get every 
month. I'm not sure if there are comments on any of these are questions. 

Ms. Preza: Okay, if not, we'll move on to E-2, which is the status update on STRH/B&B 
proposed changes. Is that Jordan maybe?

Mr. Hart: That is me, Chair. You know what, I apologize. I did not realize that that item was 
on the agenda. I don't know if I have an update for you. 

Ms. Preza: Okay, maybe next month?

Mr. Hart: Yes, I apologize for that. Next month for sure. 

Ms. Preza: That’s okay. No worries. Thank you.

Ms. Preza: So next is the status update on the 20-acre Miki Basin CPR project. Maybe -- I'm 
not sure if anyone who's updating on that or if that needs to be moved next month also?

Mr. Hart: Yeah I believe this to me. I'm not, I'm not sure where this --. But yes, that will need 
to be moved to next month as well. I apologize Chair. 




